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An independent
source of news
and views
Although we are a “small town
with a big outdoors” as the Redding
Land Trust says, there’s a lot going
on here.
From the opportunity to redevelop the old Gilbert & Bennett Wire
Mill site to how Federal ARPA
relief funds will be spent, Redding
will need to decide what we most
value.
The school year is winding
down. How are the kids doing,
after so much disruption to their
learning and socializing? What can
they do this summer?
Hundreds of new families have
moved to Redding in the past
two years. How do we welcome,
inform and engage them?
More political groups and
factions are cropping up in town.
How do they overlap, or don’t they
overlap? What are their concerns?
And there’s the on-going,
everyday ebb and flow of the
work of town government, boards
and commissions, non-profits and
volunteer organizations.
Our goal is to inform, to the
extent possible without drama.
We’ll let people in on the workings
of organizations in town and

Proposed
2022-23
Redding
town
budget
By Donna Christopher

Daffodil Field on Cross Highway / Photo By Debora DeCarlo Rosa

suggest how to get involved. Our
letters page will be open to all.
The newspaper you hold in your
hands is an anomaly in this digital age. Why did we decide to start
a print newspaper in our small
Connecticut town? Print is
different. It slows you down,
focuses the mind. In the
Redding Sentinel, you’ll find news
and information about Redding
that our editor and reporters think
you might want to know. Not the
firehose of social media, just the
news. Go to the ether for the breaking news and exuberant shared
interest groups, as we all do.
Read the Redding Sentinel to join
the whole Redding community.
“The newspaper ties a region
together, helps it make sense of
itself, fosters a sense of community,
serves as a village square…” g
– Margaret Sullivan,
Ghosting the News

Each issue of the Redding Sentinel will feature a unique
photograph of special places in Redding like the one here, taken
of the late Bud McQuade’s daffodil field on Cross Highway by our
talented art director. If you have a photo you’d like us to feature here,
with credit of course, please e-mail editor@reddingsentinel.org

Redding’s Big Outdoors
The Great Ledge
By Jeanne Ammermuller

Looking for something to do
outdoors? Here’s one idea for
exploring Redding’s beautiful
open space. You can find maps
and other ideas in The Book of
Trails, which is available online at
ReddingCTLandtrust.org.
I have less than an hour and
want to bring the kids. The
Great Ledge is a family-friendly

a little less sure-footed take the
right hand fork. Either way, it’s a
pretty walk, with mild elevation
and dramatic views over the reservoir. Someone built a nice bench
to sit and enjoy the view, but the
rocks offer several places to sit
and relax. Bring your binoculars if
you want to get a closer look at the
reservoir.

Help build Mt. Trashmore
By Alice Smith

Photo by Susan Clark

Photo by Alice Smith

For more than a decade, locals
of all ages have built “Mt. Trashmore” on the Redding Town Green
in honor of Earth Day. On “Rid
Litter Day”, we begin at 9:00 am
on Saturday, April 23, 2022 on the
Green where the town hands out
garbage bags, gloves, safety vests
and road assignments. Then, everyone sets out to fill their bags with
roadside trash.
Throughout the day, until 3:45
pm, the filled bags are returned to
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the Green to create a gigantic
pile that is later transported to the
Transfer Station and weighed. Last
year we collected 780 pounds. A
group photo of the volunteers is
taken just before 4:00pm before we
load the dumpster. Please join us
this year!
For more information call Town
Hall 203-938-2002 (ext. 1) or
visit the website calendar at
townofreddingct.org. Help keep
Redding Green and Clean! g

round-trip hike that pays off with a
spectacular view of the Saugatuck
Reservoir. Go in the fall to see the
foliage and in early June to see the
abundant mountain laurel. There is
parking for about five cars at the
Tudor Road end of Dayton Road,
across from the trail head. The hike
can be completed in under an hour.
Because this trail crosses Nature
Conservancy land, no dogs are
allowed.
The trail starts a little way down
the first driveway on the left coming from Tudor Road, and begins
with a walk over some wood walkways. Follow the white blazes
through the woods and over a stone
wall, where you come to an intersection and have to choose left or
right.
The Book of Trails suggests going left for the most dramatic views,
which is great advice. If you are

This would be a nice spot to
bring a lunch on a beautiful day.
If you look across the reservoir at
the mountain in the distance, you
might see the silhouette of a giant
sleeping on its back.
Continue along the trail, following the white blazes toward the
right (there is an intersection with
another trail through Devil’s Den,
with a white blaze, but continue toward the right). You will eventually
connect with the trail you took in
and return to Dayton Road.
If you’re looking to extend the
walk a little longer, you can cross
Dayton Road back to the parking
area and pick up the trail there.
This walk takes you through
the woods and down to one of the
reservoir’s inlets.
Happy exploring! g

REDDING — A nearly $51.5
million operating budget request
was approved by the Redding
Board of Finance on April 4 at
a special meeting. The Town’s
spending plan goes before Redding
voters in a referendum on May 3.
The proposed Selectmen Budget
is $15,611,657, which is an increase of $233,859 from the previous year’s budget or + 1.52%.
The proposed Board of
Education budget (for Redding
Elementary and John Read Middle
Schools) is $23,811,158 which is
an increase of $750,120 from the
previous year’s budget or + 3.25%.
The Redding share of the Region
9 Budget (for Joel Barlow High
School), which is shared by Easton
and Redding, is $12,038,609.
While the total Region 9
budget increased 0.65%, Redding’s
share decreased by $635,326 or
(5.01%). This decrease was due to
proportionally fewer students from
Redding attending Joel Barlow.
School budgets account for 70%
of the total proposed Town budget,
the same as last year.
The Sentinel interviewed the
Redding Board of Finance Chair
Dr. Kimberly Yonkers, a Democrat, and Vice-Chair Ward Mazzucco, a Republican, about the
board’s role in the town and
the budget referendum process.
Each year by March 1, the
Redding Board of Education and
the Selectmen must submit their
operating budgets to the Board of
Finance, which may request modifications.
At February’s Board of Finance
meeting, the Redding Board of Selectmen, Board of Education, and
Region 9 each presented their budget. Members met on March 28 to
begin reviewing each of the three
budgets to decide what would be
presented to taxpayers.
The combined budget presented
to the voters includes the Selectmen’s and Board of Education’s
budgets and Redding’s share of
the Region 9 budget, as well as a
capital account and debt service on
bond issues previously approved
by the Town Meeting.
The board has regular meetings
on the fourth Monday of each
month at 7:30 p.m. that the public
may attend, currently on Zoom,
and added special meetings as it
hammered out the various parts
of the three budgets to determine
a package to ask town residents to
consider.
Continued on page 7

Support the Sentinel l
By Susan Clark, Publisher

Please join our effort

The Redding Sentinel you hold in your hands came to be because a great gang of volunteers worked
alongside professional reporters, graphic artists, printers. The paper would not have happened without all of
them. Now, it’s your turn. To thrive, the Redding Sentinel will need hands, hearts, minds and open wallets from
readers, advertisers and sponsors. We’ve planned three monthly issues this spring to prove out the concept that our
community will rally round a local newspaper. Please reach out to me if you would like to contribute in any way.
To reserve your copies of the May and June issues for $6 ($3 each), use the QR codeto the left or e-mail to
subscribe@reddingsentinel.org. Whichever option you choose, please be sure to give us your mailing address.
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Editorial

Letters to the Editor

By Susan Clark, Publisher

We welcome letters to the Editor. Please be clear, civil and concise. Publication preference will be
given to letters that suggest solutions to challenges identified.

As we put together this first issue of the Redding Sentinel, we kept in
mind a theme of “Welcome to Redding.” We were welcoming ourselves,
of course, but also addressing the many newcomers to town. Since the pandemic changed our world over two years ago, more than 400 new families
have moved to Redding. Many were looking for the open space and outdoor
activities found in abundance in our small town and were attracted as well
by our excellent schools.
These characteristics of Redding have been hard won over many years.
Redding is as it is because of the efforts of remarkable individuals who
worked with vision and tremendous energy to preserve land, fund the building of schools, Town Hall, the Community Center, the Boys and Girls Club,
establish and maintain our parks and trails…. I could go on. There’s a
strong strain of civic engagement here and we urge everyone to continue
the tradition and get involved. We won’t always agree on priorities and
approaches, but we seem to work it out in the end.
A good start is to come out for the budget referendum May 3. Please
vote Yes on the proposed town budget, as passed unanimously by the Board
of Finance.
And please reach out to the organizations you’ll read about in this inaugural issue of the Redding Sentinel. They would love to have you involved.
As would we. Please email editor@reddingsentinel.org and let us know
what you think. g

Dear Editor,
As a long-term resident of Redding and director of the non-partisan
citizens group Enhancing Redding’s Future (ERF), I welcome the
Redding Sentinel as a new, vital resource for the Redding community.
Having a newspaper like the Redding Sentinel will help residents
understand the Town government, the issues on which residents should
be informed and are asked to weigh in. The newspaper is important
in helping to maintain our democratic and Town traditions. Moreover,
the newspaper will help us to understand the real opportunities for the
future development and sustainability of the Town such as the Gilbert
and Bennett property development. I encourage fellow residents to support
this productive, important addition to our community. g
Nancy Pelz-Paget, Director of Enhancing Redding’s Future
Meadow Ridge

We hope the Redding Sentinel will become part of the
fabric of our town. To be sure we meet your needs and
respond to your interests, we’ve opened a survey here:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SS85ZXD
Please take a few moments to go online and tell us
what you think of this issue, and what you’d like
to see in future ones.

Dear Editor of The Sentinel,
Welcome to Redding! You couldn’t have chosen a better time to arrive. Our long-established, reliable source
The Redding Pilot, had folded. The pandemic drove us into isolation. Social media silos loomed large. The beloved
face-to-face gatherings that defined this unique community – our lively PTA meetings, lovely library fundraisers,
Town forums and debates, Saturday morning baseball games, Sunday morning religious gatherings, butterfly counts
and coffee house concerts, pancake breakfasts and spaghetti dinners -- ended abruptly.
But now that the pandemic is lifting and we can once again enjoy being together, I look forward to the Redding
Sentinel, a weekly resource to herald and chronicle what makes Redding, Redding.
Please welcome the Redding Sentinel. Help it to survive and thrive so that all of us – new to town,
weekenders, and 06896 old timers – can connect to each other, and to the heart and soul of our unique little corner
of Connecticut. g
Most Sincerely,
Julia Pemberton
Firstselectwoman, Redding, CT

Dear Editor,
Like many people here, I am thrilled to see the birth of a new newspaper for Redding. We need reliable, nonpartisan reports about our community.
But more than that, we know from research that when a newspaper dies and a town is left without, bad things
happen. Corruption rises, taxpayer money is misspent — even bond ratings drop. People run for office less and
generally participate in civic life less. And the void gets filled by the polarizing national news. A newspaper is a
civic good that creates many other civic goods.
So welcome, Redding Sentinel! And Godspeed. g
Tina Rosenberg
Dayton Road
Dear Editor,
Recently my husband and I have taken to playing a trivia app together at the dinner table after we’ve finished
eating. A question he recently posed to me was, “Which amendment guarantees freedom of religion, freedom of
speech, freedom of the press, the right to assemble, and the right to petition the government?”
“I should know this,” I thought. “I’m a librarian! We love freedom of speech!”
It was a simple lay up question (that I did get right), but it got me thinking about why, as a librarian, I feel so
possessive of the First Amendment. Libraries uphold the principles of the First Amendment, especially as it encompasses intellectual freedom. In fact, this core value of our profession has been referenced often as of late, as book
ban efforts spread across the country at an alarming rate.
So just as we value the First Amendment as it relates to freedom of speech, we tend to get equally
excited about freedom of the press. Since I started working in Redding last June, I have heard lament for our lack
of a town newspaper at least once a week. There is a real thirst for authoritative, unbiased information delivered on
a regular schedule through reliable means.
Recently, Mark Twain Library hosted Dr. Peter Coleman, a Professor of Psychology and Education at Columbia University who studies conflict resolution, as part of our Conversations series. One thing that
struck me from this discussion was his assertion that social media is the accelerant that we are pouring on
polarization. So if we get most of our local news from social media, what does that mean for Redding?
Coleman went on to say that debate is a process of winning a game whereas dialogue is the opposite–a process of discovery and learning. I look forward to being a loyal subscriber to the Redding Sentinel and joining our
community in that learning and discovery. g
Erin Dummeyer
Mark Twain Library Director

Dear Editor,
The staff and board of New Pond Farm Education Center would like to extend a heartfelt “Welcome” to The
Redding Sentinel.
As a non-profit organization, we are excited to be a part of a hometown newspaper once again. We are always
grateful for coverage in our online publications, but there is something quite wonderful about being an important
strand of a thoughtful, unifying, read-at-the-kitchen-table newspaper that weaves together the fabric of our very
special community.
Our 102-acre sanctuary, with its woodlands, wetlands, pastures, meadows, pollinator gardens, astronomy buildings, woodland Indian encampment, and barnyard, provides us with an amazing variety of habitats for our members
and students of all ages to explore, make scientific inquiries, and connect with the natural world. Thanks to the
Redding Sentinel we are looking forward to sharing news of our exciting hands-on programs with our neighbors in
the months to come and welcoming them to our amazing center.
Best wishes and many thanks to the talented Redding Sentinel team! g

A quirky look at the five
W’s of the American
newspaper
By Brian Meehl

WHO? The first regularly printed American newspaper, Publick
Occurrences, Both Forreign and
Domestick, was published by Benjamin Harris in small-town Boston
(population 7,000) in 1690. But the
Who goes to Benjamin Franklin. In
1759, Franklin (age 23) published
his first newspaper, The Pennsylvania Gazette, and by 1753 he and
his partners published eight of the
fifteen English language papers in
the colonies.
WHAT? When you lift a newspaper, let the under-the-fold drop,
and scan the front page, you are
studying a “broadside.” A broadside is a sizable sheet of paper
printed on one side or both. Lest
this sound overly simple, a “broadside” is also the side of a ship
above the waterline—sometimes
armed with cannons—which explains why a “broadside” is also
a volley of abuse or denunciation.
Unwrapping a broadside often
exposes a broadside.
WHEN? The most seminal
When of American newspapers
were the years leading up to 1776.
Before then, newspapers were a
hodgepodge of letters to the editor,
advice on being virtuous, notices
from merchants seeking workers,
squibs on items lost and found, and
mentions of who had out-of-town
visitors. In the 1770s, newspapers
became a megaphone for protesting British tyranny and a guidebook for American independence.
It’s why the Founding Fathers

enshrined “freedom of the press” in
our constitution.
WHERE? The local paper—in
Redding that is—can again be
found in a store and by subscription in your mailbox. Which circles
back to a former Who. Guess who
invented home delivery of the mail
and newspapers. A Deputy Postmaster of the Colonies, Benjamin
Franklin, America’s first paperboy.
WHY? Seeking an answer, I
looked at notable quotes about
newspapers. The vast majority are
stinging volleys against the accuracy of newspapers, which proves
there’s no shortage of freedom of
speech when it comes to freedom
of the press. No newspaper is perfect. Even the New York Times
credo, “All the News that’s Fit to
Print,” hinges on the meaning of
“fit.” Yet, at a newspaper’s best,
“The Press is the living jury of the
Nation” (James Bennett), and “A
good newspaper is a nation talking
to itself” (Arthur Miller).
My favorite Why comes from
the contemporary philosopher,
Alain de Botton. “To look at the
paper is to raise a seashell to one’s
ear and to be overwhelmed by the
roar of humanity.”
So, while we swim in the choppy ocean of social media, keep an
ear to a stream of notifications and
alerts, don’t forget to return to the
headwaters of America’s original
“social media,” your local paper.
Open it and you will hear the civil
voice of a town talking to itself. g

Ann Taylor, Executive Director
New Pond Farm Education Center
To the Editor
Next month Redding residents will vote on this year’s operating budget and various capital items. All are important to the Redding community and should be approved. I’m writing, in particular, to seek support for replacing
the town’s tennis courts and adding two dedicated pickleball courts.
Why should we have new courts? The tennis courts are 45 years old. The lifespan of asphalt courts is 25 years
in the best of times, so for the past 20 years, or so, they have been patched, patched, and patched again so that now
even the cracks have cracks. At this point, they are actually unsafe to play on. In addition to the uneven surfaces
and cracks running the length of the courts, the posts and center of the net bases are heaving out of the ground, in
some cases by four or five inches. The new courts will be “post-tension concrete” (instead of asphalt) so they will
have much greater structural integrity. They should last years without any significant maintenance. Thus, the town
should be able to reduce future maintenance costs. Proper upkeep of town facilities makes our community more
appealing overall and helps to preserve property values.
The new courts will still be located at the Community Center, where residents young and old can enjoy them.
Part of Redding’s charm comes from all the outdoor activities it provides, especially after Covid kept us all locked
away from our friends and neighbors. The courts have brought people together for healthy outdoor play. When
the weather is nice, those courts will be constantly utilized by tennis players, pickleball players, tennis camps and
instruction for our kids.
The Board of Finance decided to fund this year’s list of capital items from capital accounts already in town hands.
Thus, the capital expenditures will not increase operating budgets or raise taxes.
Therefore, I ask my friends and neighbors to join me in supporting the budget and all the capital items, especially
the tennis and pickleball courts. Thank you! g
Tami O’Connor
44 Wood Road
Continued on page 10
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opinion

Transit-oriented hysteria
House Bill 5429

l

By Matthew Rosenbloom

Recently, at a hearing on House
Bill 5429, a bill aimed to encourage
development of affordable housing
near rail and bus stations which
died in committee, Representative
Kimberly Fiorello (R, Greenwich)
essentially told a 20 year-old college sophomore to leave the state
if he was unable to afford housing.
This exchange between Fiorello
and the college sophomore, Alan
Cavagnaro, shows the extreme
level of divisiveness, vitriol and
anger surrounding HB 5429. The
bill, pushed forward by Desegregate CT, would have allowed for
housing development within a half
mile of rail bus stations with a set
aside of ten percent of units being
affordable. Such a change would
have broken a half century of exclusionary zoning in Connecticut
aimed at historically disadvantaged
groups by essentially forcing local
governments to accommodate the
construction of new housing units
that would be within reach of those
historically excluded from living in
the wealthier areas of Connecticut
such as Fairfield County.
Sadly, this attempt at desegregation has met stiff resistance and
initial failure, similar to attempts

in the mid-twentieth century to
desegregate education, public
accommodation and transportation. While to some, the debate
surrounding HB 5429 may seem
like a sequel to the 1947 film Gentleman’s Agreement starring Gregory Peck, it is the result of nearly
a century of planning policy failure
combined with a general sense of
hysteria and malice that permeates
many of our political discussions at
all different levels. Historically, most organized development
in the United States was transit
oriented in the sense that it developed organically along railroad and trolley lines. Following
the result of the 1926 landmark
Supreme Court case Euclid v.
Ambler,
local
governments
enacted zoning controls with the
aim of separating the three types of
land uses, residential, commercial
and industrial.
Some communities went so far
as to adopt exclusionary zoning,
which initially sought to exclude a
specific type of development, such
as a meat packing plant in a quaint
village center.
However, over
time exclusionary zoning has been
used as a tool to enforce racial

Frog Frolic returns
to Redding!

25th Anniversary of fun family festival

The Mark Twain Library
announces the return of the Frog
Frolic! After a two–year hiatus
due to the pandemic, this fun-filled
family outdoor festival is making its return on Saturday, May
14th from 10:00am to 4:00pm, in
front of the Redding Community
Center at 37 Lonetown Road amid
Redding’s country roads and rolling hills. This festival is admission-free for all ages and features
mainstay activities such as TouchA-Truck, games and crafts as well
as new attractions from live music
to beer and coffee tents.
The spirit behind the Frog Frolic
is the much-loved short story, The
Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras County, which introduced the
world to the witty voice of Mark
Twain. All proceeds benefit the
Mark Twain Library, founded in
1908 by Samuel Clemens – Mark
Twain, himself, shortly after he
moved to Redding.
Bring a blanket or a chair and
stay all day as the entertainment is
free and will be ongoing throughout the festival. Sit back and listen
to music by local teen rock band

Project V, Easton singer-songwriter Dan Tressler, a Western Swing
group from Brooklyn, NY, and
Smokey’s Round-up. Band leader Smokey Hormel is known for
playing with Beck, Nora Jones and
Rufus Wainwright and music for
children’s cartoon series the Backyardigans. Demonstrations include
Redding-Easton Falcons Cheer and
karate by Sensei June as well as a
New Pond Farm booth.
Enjoy tacos or waffles from
local food trucks, cupcakes
from Redding Neighbors and
Newcomers, beer from Ridgefield’s Nod Hill and Quartertone
Coffee Roasters coffee.
Bid virtually on 50 unique items
in this year’s silent auction. Here’s
a sneak peek at just a few: tickets to
Sound on Sound, Front Row to Jay
Leno at the Ridgefield Playhouse,
and the chance to have a “Loose In
The Library!” after hours ultimate
hide and seek party!
For more details visit www.
marktwainlibrary.org/fundraising/
frog-frolic or call 203-938-2545. g

segregation by prohibiting the
construction of different housing
options that would be more accessible to buyers who have historically been victimized by discriminatory and predatory lending practices
by financial institutions and may
be unable to front the large down
payment on an expensive home. In
extreme cases, such as those seen in
Western Connecticut, exclusionary
zoning may prohibit the construction of any rental units, and has the
result of artificially inflating housing values, creating a feedback
loop where homeowners continue
to support elected officials who enact exclusionary zoning policies.
In Western Connecticut, this
feedback loop is perhaps among
the most acute in the country and
is having a major negative
impact on the state and the region. In
addition to the fact that any type
of segregation is morally wrong,

high housing costs and the
unavailability of housing is one
of the top reasons residents continue to leave the state in droves.
Furthermore, a younger and more
diverse workforce seeking more
affordable housing will shun Connecticut-based employers, which
combined with a declining population, will lead to a total erosion
of municipal tax bases. HB 5429
was an attempt to break the unsustainable cycle of housing exclusion by taking a baby step to force
municipalities to allow additional
housing in a tiny area surrounding their train and bus stations
One of the parts of urban planning that is the hardest for people
to grasp is the fact that our communities are constantly in a state
of change and evolution. This evolution is necessary for our communities to stay relevant with the advancing world around them. There

are countless communities with a
wide range of all sorts of attractive
transit-oriented development all
over the country. This is the future
of a healthy and sustainable community, not the cookie cutter automobile-oriented McMansion-type
subdivisions which quickly become tacky eyesores. However,
contrary to the popular saying “you
can’t stop progress”, the defeat
of HB 5429 is a case of progress
being stopped, which ultimately
means it will occur elsewhere, and
not in Connecticut. g
Matthew Rosenbloom is an
Urban Planner, formerly with
WestCOG.
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The Parade Path Enduring and evolving l
The Redding Parade Path is a
beautifully-appointed community
garden on what was once neglected
space on the historic town green,
for the benefit of residents to experience a part of Redding history.
The green was where Redding’s
founding fathers organized their
local militia for drills.
The Path provides a shared public place to remember dedicated
and loved community members.
It is a botanical and historical resource of 400 years of ornamental
and native plants. It serves as an
educational inspiration to schools,
colleges, garden clubs and master-gardener programs. It promotes
integrated pest management, use
of organic gardening methods and
materials, and conservation of
water use.

finding volunteers to do the
gardening and coordinating general
contractors for some of the heaviest work once spring arrived.
The Challenge to Sustain
The average home garden size
is 200-600 square feet; in contrast,
the Parade Path is around 15,000
square feet. The many different
areas need extra care, pruning,
watering, weeding, the removal of
invasive species, and the control
of disease and fungus. Meanwhile,
gardens evolve: full sun areas can
quickly change to partial or full
shade.
The solution has been to divide
the path into sections. “Section
keepers” help focus group commitment and train volunteers.
We host tables at various town

Photo by Alice Smith

Committed Leadership
Designed and led by master
gardener Georgina Scholl, this
space has been maintained by
private donations and volunteer efforts. Since its inception in 2003,
Ellen Visnyei, another Redding
resident and master gardener, took
over in 2016, with the vision to
finish the stone path with edging,
renovate the gazebo and create a
respite area. However, in the late
summer of 2020 Ellen suddenly
passed away, leaving volunteers
devasted and projects incomplete.
Immediately an influx of emails
and donations in Ellen’s name
arrived in the Office of the First
Selectman. Since I was handling
these and had worked on the project over the years with both Georgina and Ellen, I found myself
“accidental”interim leader. This
has meant answering inquiries,
creating a PayPal account for easier
giving and maintaining the Path’s
web and Facebook page. It has
also involved soliciting inventory,

By Alice Smith

events, from Earth Day to the
Concert on the Green series, to
Georgetown Day, to engage the
public and promote the project on
social media.

Our “Secret” Garden
A more “forensic” assessment
of the Path and its plantings has
been professionally undertaken by
landscape designer and Redding
resident Mary Lou Carlson. Sean
McNamara of Redding Nursery
has his team do the spring cleanup; as a donation to the town, they
also prune the trees and shrubs.Volunteers have taken on other tasks:
the stone path edging is complete;
brush has been cleared for the respite area, with a crushed stone
foundation. This space is awaiting a
stone picnic table and benches provided by the Visnyei family as their
memorial to Ellen. A grass area
has been created in the middle of
the path. Hugh Karraker was hired
by Ellen’s tennis friends to build
a bench, installed near the garden
gates Hugh made years before.

By Donna Christopher

Mid Spring

Scout Quinn Pranzo from Troop
15, working for his Eagle project,
built a 3-part compost unit made
out of pallets to flank the path.
Volunteers and some paid gardeners have easily clocked up several
hundred hours.
Last summer, the Mark Twain
Library used the Path to host
their Story Walk with Michael Ian
Black’s book “A Pig Parade Is a
Terrible Idea”. The library intends
to use the Path again this year. It is
a year-round space to walk, pause
and sit, relax, meditate. It is a particular draw during the Concerts on
the Green.
But we need more town participation to help put together weekly,
monthly and seasonal schedules, as
well as to establish a sustainable
financing plan for the Parade Path.
With foundational funding to meet
the average conservative maintenance cost at $10,000 per year, the
Path can remain the gem that it is, a
botanical journey through time.
For further information, visit
the Parade Path website: www.
townofreddingct.org/community/
civic-organizations/parade-path/
where you can find a link to PayPal and QR code. The Path also has
a Facebook page called “Redding
Parade Path”. Email at reddingparadepath1@gmail.com. We look
forward to hearing from you! g

Alice Smith and Hugh Karraker

Redding Garden Club
Spring plant sale
By Sarah Cummings

The Redding Garden Club will
hold its annual plant sale on Saturday, May 7, 2022. A Redding tradition and a favorite among Redding
residents and beyond, the plant sale
helps support the Garden Club’s
conservation and educational outreach activities.
The Redding Garden Club was
founded in 1964 by Betty Hill, a
civic-minded woman who early
on endorsed the establishment of a
Land Trust. Today the club maintains nearly 20 garden sites and
containers around town, contributing to Redding’s natural beauty.

One of the biggest attractions
is the selection of plants, many of
which are deer resistant, donated
from Garden Club members’ gardens; all have shown their affinity
for our local environment. Master
Gardeners are on hand to answer
gardening questions. There is also
a popular garden-themed tag sale
(Second Hand Rose), raffle prizes,
hanging baskets and other garden
gifts just in time for Mother’s Day.
The Plant Sale is a community
event, showcasing Redding’s remarkable non-profit groups including Highstead, the Norwalk River
,

Photo by Sharon Epstein

The Plant Sale is held on the
grounds of the Redding Historical
Society at Lonetown Farm, 43 Lonetown Road (Route 107). Opening at 9:00 am, the sale closes at
1:00 pm and is held rain or shine.
Shoppers can find a wide array of
annuals, perennials, and vegetable
and herb plants.

Valley Trail Association, Redding
Land Trust, Redding Neighbors
and Newcomers, New Pond Farm
and the Redding Historical Society.
The Redding Garden Club is
a member of Federated Garden
Clubs of Connecticut, Inc., New
England Garden Clubs and National Garden Clubs. Meetings are held

Board of Selectmen lead
the town collaboratively
There aren’t many typical days
for Redding’s chief executive and
administrative officer fifth-term
First Selectman Julia Pemberton.
The job is full-time and then some.
Managing a Town government is
much like running a business and
the customers are Redding residents.
In an interview with the Sentinel,
Pemberton highlights that although
she is an elected official (Democrat), she doesn’t “function in a political way.” She emphasizes, “That
doesn’t influence how I manage the
town. Because the day-to-day issues are not partisan.”
Describing one day in the life of
a First Selectman, Pemberton said,
“I can have my day planned and
know exactly what I’m going to
do. Then I walk into the office and
there’s something else or someone
that needs my attention. So I reprioritize. There’s a lot of that. Residents can walk in with a concern
or question, no appointments are
necessary. It’s a very busy office.”
She describes her management
style as welcoming––communicating through social media channels and an e-mailed newsletter,
along with an “open-door” policy.
If residents come by her office and
she’s not in a meeting or working
on a project, she talks with them.
“I have an open-door policy. And
I tell people I’m a vault. Whatever you say to me stays here, which
is important in a small town where
we know one another.”
Recently, the town has experienced a large population shift.
Pemberton estimates more than
400 homes have sold in the past
two years, out of an approximate
3,500 households, so there are “a
lot of new residents who have not
been able to experience the full
Redding experience.” We have
been through two years of a pandemic that has left us disconnected
and to some degree isolated. We
are slowly coming out of that. We
have things to look forward to as a
community socially, which I think
is so important,” Pemberton said.
Residents can look forward to a
post-Covid return of popular public events. These include a Mark
Twain Redding Road Race April
30-May 1, the 25th Anniversary
Mark Twain Frog Frolic on May
14, and a popular summer event
with music, the Redding Running
Festival on June 25, which goes
through historic Putnam Park.
Among the important issues she
deals with is the immense forested area in the town, which is a big
selling point for people moving to
Redding, as it is for those already
living here. Pemberton elaborated
that Redding is “one of the most

forested communities in Connecticut and in Fairfield County. We
have the highest tree canopy coverage, 78 percent, which is fantastic environmentally. But the ash
trees all across the state are dying.
It is estimated that in eight years
we won’t have any ash trees left,”
Pemberton said.
Locally, the problem is being addressed with funding devoted to
tree removal. “Eversource has been
challenged with climate change.
We have more severe storms and
power outages. The town does
some of its own tree removals. We
are routinely taking down dead
trees. We love our trees, and we
just want to be sure to take down
the ones that are most jeopardizing
our roadways,” she continued.
Other important work now underway includes the town budget,
which includes proposals from the
Selectmen, along with the Board
of Education, and Region 9 Board
of Education. Pemberton said her
board has worked since last fall
on their budget, which she calls
“straightforward. It’s highways,
police and public safety, the town
clerk, the finance department, and
land use. These are the functions
of government. We try to keep our
budget as flat as possible. This year
our increases are primarily driven
by wages. The Selectmen’s budget’s focus is on stretching the
dollar as much as they can” Pemberton said.
“Connecticut is an expensive
place to live. We fund our schools
on property tax, and we prioritize
education. That is the reason people move here. Education is number one. Redding has become a
destination.”
Board of Selectmen
Election law provides that the
successful candidate for First
Selectman, and the two Selectmen
candidates who receive the most
votes, shall serve as a three-member Board for a term of two years.
They are First Selectman Julia
Pemberton (D), Selectman Margaret (Peg) O’Donnell (D), and
Selectman Michael Thompson.
The Board carries out the acts,
policies, and ordinances of the
Town Meeting and “superintends
the concerns of the town, adjusts
and settles all claims against the
town, and draws orders on the
Treasurer for their payment.”
The Selectmen appoint members of the Board of Ethics and
the Park and Recreation Department. They fill interim vacancies
on the Planning and Zoning Commissions and the Zoning Board of
Appeals, and they select alternates
to serve on the Planning and Zoning
Continued on page 8

monthly from September through
June. Guests are welcome to join
meetings, and membership is open
to those interested in horticulture,
conservation and the protection
of native trees, birds and wild
flowers. Look for the Redding
Garden Club at www.facebook.
com/groups/reddinggardenclub/,
on Instagram, and at www.reddinggardenclub.org g
Photo by Sharon Epstein
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Heritage Center A community hub for Seniors
By Edison Escobar

Angelica Fontanez
Director of Social Services

Michelle Stillman
Administrative Assistant

Margherita Pilato
Senior Center Program
Coordinator

There is a strong sense of community one feels when walking into
the Heritage Senior Center in Redding. From the artwork hanging on
the wall done by seniors and instructors to the many small groups
of seniors participating in classes,
it is clear that the Heritage Center
is a great environment for Redding
seniors to socialize and participate
in a large number of activities.
The Heritage Center is part of the
Redding Community Center and is
located behind Redding Elementary School. There are rooms with
multiple purposes, such as the large
Community Room with mirrors
and barres for exercise and an art
room with a kiln. Four other rooms
are used for small lectures, discussions, presentations, bridge, dining, and socializing. In the warmer
months, community members take
advantage of the outdoor patio and
small garden.
The center is run by a small but
welcoming staff that includes Director of Social Services Angelica
Fontanez, Administrative Assistant
Michelle Stillman, and Senior Center Program Coordinator Margherita Pilato.
“When I grew up in Redding
there wasn’t an actual center like
this, it was a barn,” said Pilato, “It’s
been a very heartwarming place to
work because people really love to
participate in something new and
gain confidence when learning new
skills. We have a very open atmosphere where if someone wants to
start something new, we’re willing
to try a new class.”
There are a large number
of classes that range from health
and fitness to arts and crafts and
music. One of the more popular
recent classes offered is called
Tai Chi Quan: Moving for Better

Balance. The class, offered thanks
to a grant from the State of Connecticut, is a fall prevention class
designed for older seniors. Some
other regular classes include ukulele, barre, painting, clay, and a popular fitness class. Regular programs
include a book club, quilting, a
current events discussion group, an
opera program and a bridge group.
Laurie Mayper, a yoga instructor,
has been teaching at the Heritage
Senior center for many years. Mayper says that the best benefit of
seniors taking her class is improving balance so that they don’t fall.
While the class currently comprises mostly women from the ages of
40-70, Mayper insists that the class
is open to people of all levels.
“We love having new people join,
it’s mixed level, they can join anytime and it’s not like they’re going
to feel that they have to keep up
with everyone else,” said Mayper,
“There’s no pressure to compete or
compare yourself with others. Everyone works at their own pace because I’m very safety conscious.”
There are also many programs offered at the Heritage Senior Center.
They include quilting, historical art
tours, a book club, and gardening
in warmer weather. One program
that has resonated with community members is a meditation series
that was started this past January,
around the time that omicron was
ramping up. The meditation series
was brought in to sample different
styles of practice and as a grounding activity to help quell anxiety. It
is offered in-person and online.
Throughout the pandemic, the
Heritage Center has followed
safety protocols set by Redding’s
Department of Health. The center
doesn’t have a vaccination requirement and has adjusted its masking

policies according to testing levels that the Department of Health
monitors. Accordingly, masks were
required when omicron was surging. Due to the current low testing
levels, masks are not required to
enter the building.
Another adjustment the Heritage
Center made due to the pandemic
was offering some of their classes virtually to those who prefer
it. Some seniors who took virtual
classes during the pandemic have
decided there were many benefits
to online classes and have decided
to stay online.
Heritage Center has many upcoming events, including local
outings to Bartlett Arboretum,
Highstead, and a Long Island boat
cruise. There will be opera viewings and gardening; a flamenco
dance presentation is currently in
the works.
The Heritage Center’s mission
is to provide community seniors
with a place to come together in a
friendly environment where they
may participate in cultural, social,
artistic and wellness activities.
“Redding has always been a wonderful community but it’s a challenging place to casually gather
with others. We don’t have a main
street area, the town is relatively
large for the population size, and
there are no sidewalks,” said Pilato, “So people in Redding really
look for community and this is one
place they can do that.”
The Heritage Center is located at
37 Lonetown Road in Redding.
To see the current schedule and
additional information, visit its
webpage: https://townofreddingct.
org/government/services/heritage-senior-center or call (203)
938-9725 to inquire about programs or classes. g

Warrup’s Farm l
Perhaps you and your family
have picked pumpkins, eaten fresh
organic vegetables or watched
maple syrup making at Warrup’s
Farm, just north of Redding Center
on John Read Road. These seasonal events, along with many others,
remind us of how grateful we are to
live in this rural town.
As the owner of Warrup’s Farm,
I have worked closely with the land
for over 60 years, and have come to
experience a long view of its history, geography and inhabitants.
Since glacial times, the regional
landscape has provided a succession of life. Every year when tilling
the fields I find traces of the past in
the form of endless crops of rocks,
arrowheads from the First Peoples,
and Colonial artifacts such as pottery and ox shoes. This unearthed
history reminds me of the original
inhabitants of the land, who were
the stewards of this landscape.
It also gives a perspective of our
brief tenure and our responsibility
to perpetually preserve this enduring landscape.
My family’s history in Redding
began in 1840, when John Lee Hill
married into the Read family and
built the farmhouse with his profits
from the lime kilns, on what is now
Limekiln Road. The house’s granite block foundation was purported
to have been shipped from the Roxbury quarry. Interestingly, that’s
the same quarry that supplied the
granite for the Brooklyn Bridge.
The land itself, once clear-cut
and used for pasture, began to
regrow into the woods we know
today. Some fields remain, but
nature always tends to return to its
wild state.
Many generations later, my parents, Sam and Betty Hill raised
their family here and were active
in land preservation and The Redding Garden Club, respectively.

By Bill Hill

Sam fought to have the new Public
Act 490 applied to the farm, which
allows farm, forest, or open space
land to be assessed at its use value
rather than its market value. Without this law, which is still alive and
well, there would be no farms left
in Connecticut.
Sam was also the first Chairman
of the Redding Conservation Commission which protects inland wetlands. He worked together with
Stuart Chase, Mary Anne Guitar,
The Redding Land Trust and many
others to ensure Redding became
the oasis of green that is so respected today. With extraordinary vision
and hard work, these forebears and
those actively advocating for open
space today make Redding “The
Vermont of Fairfield County.”
As my wife Laura Selleck and
I started farming the place in the
1970’s, we realized that we needed
to do more to ensure land protection in perpetuity. For many years
I encouraged my father to put a
conservation easement on most of
the farm.
Finally, in 1993, my father
arranged to donate the development rights to The Redding Land
Trust. After years of advocating for
open space around town, he walked
his talk and signed the agreement
with the very organization that he
had helped create.
Now, our son Lincoln has added new initiatives to the farm,
including Open Farmhouse, which
provides a space for guests to stay
and engage with the land. We look
forward to these new ideas and
continued stewardship long into
the future.
Author, farmer and environmental activist Wendell Berry said,
“People exploit what they have
merely concluded to be of value,
but they defend what they love.”
That’s why we’re still here. g

Sugarhouse
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Sports
‘Normal’ spring in store
for Barlow sports
By Rocco Valluzzo

The spring season is looking to
be a good one for the Joel Barlow
High School sports teams in a couple of ways.
Barlow has a number of teams
in position to have exceptional seasons, including boys volleyball,
girls lacrosse and girls tennis. And
after having no spring season at all
in 2020 due to the pandemic and
several restrictions last year, things
are beginning to have some semblance of normalcy again.

While masks were no longer required in the spring (save for boys
volleyball), contact tracing and
quarantine were still in place. On
the bright side, the boys volleyball
and girls tennis teams won state
championships and girls lacrosse
was runner-up.
Barlow also witnessed improvement to its facilities, notably the
gym. Santangeli noted the floor
was sanded, repainted and resurfaced and the playing area was

Photo by Rocco Valluzzo
The Joel Barlow High class of 2022 has 19 athletes who will play a sport in
college next year, including eight at Division I schools.
From left, are Barlow Athletic Director Mike Santangeli, Jason Viani (soccer,
Rhodes), Luke Vecchiarelli (track and field, Sacred Heart), Aidan Emanuelson
(indoor/outdoor track, Hartford), Matt Scott (baseball, Stanford), Jason Gaudio
(baseball, Trinity), Charlie Guidera (lacrosse, Western CT), Ashley Young
(lacrosse, Lehigh), Alison Kopec (field hockey, Clark), Mariella Schweitzer
(indoor/outdoor track, Dartmouth) and Amelia Rodrigues (rowing, Loyola Marymount). Missing are Ava Slavinsky (softball, Nichols), Carter Janke (football,
UPenn), Weston Keenan (lacrosse, Vassar), Amber Borofsky (cross country/track,
Oberlin), Calvin Young (cross country/track, Central CT), Nick Slavinsky (cross
country/track, Central CT), Gia Giorgianni (soccer, Western CT), Leo Houser
(volleyball, Roanoke) and Zach Herman (football, Plymouth State).

“It’s the last opportunity for our
senior class,” said Athletic Director
Mike Santangeli. “They worked so
hard to bring the spirit back.”
When the pandemic hit near the
end of the winter sports season two
years ago, things came to a grinding halt for Barlow, as it did for other Connecticut high schools. There
were no championships played in
March and sports did not resume
until the fall, yet very modified.
The football season was cancelled but players did have practice
in helmets with a two-hand touch
format. Other sports had resumed
outdoors but Santangeli noted all
players wore masks. There were no
spectators, the schedules were limited and there was no post season.
“They had to practice in groups,”
he said. “They had to get tested before they got there every day. It was
a completely different world.”
The 2020-21 winter season was
also limited, with no state championships. Players remained masked
and spectator attendance was limited depending on the site. Because
Barlow’s boys basketball team
faced an opponent who tested positive for Covid, it had to shut down
for 14 days and on the final day
one of its players became ill and it
stopped play for another 14 days
and ended up playing just seven
games that season.

shifted three feet for better access
to the bleachers.
New heating and air conditioning were added, and new rims were
installed on the backboards and the
ceiling and the walls were painted.
According to Santangeli, it was the
first time the gym received such
improvements since the Barlow expansion project in the early 2000s.
Thanks to funds from a private
donor, a new scoreboard was also
installed.
Despite the disruption to sports
during the pandemic, Barlow managed to produce some exceptionally talented athletes. So far, 19 have
committed to play a sport in college next year, including eight who
are going to Division I schools, by
far the most a single class has produced, according to Santangeli.
“They’ve been one of the best
classes we’ve ever had here,” he
said. “And they are good athletes
on top of that. They are really inclusive; they all support each other, just a really good group of kids.
They are all easy to root for.” g

Superintendent focuses on
instructional strategy
By Rocco Valluzzo

Right from the time he became
schools superintendent last fall,
Jason McKinnon has put his passion for teaching and learning into
play in the Region 9 school district.
One of the things he has already
accomplished is to deliver professional development in high impact
instructional strategies in each of
the district’s five schools.
“It’s really critical that the
remainder of this year and next year
we are focused on student learning,” said Dr.McKinnon. “I have a
core philosophy and a background
in identifying what instructional
strategies will actually have a higher impact on student learning. My
goal this spring is to develop a strategic operating plan.”
As the district emerges from the
pandemic, Dr. McKinnon notes
that students declined in the area of
student achievement over the last
18 months. For the remainder of
this year and next year he plans to
focus on student learning.
“They have declined approximately 10% in the area of mathematics as measured by the Smarter Balance assessments and about
6% in the area of English language
arts and that decrease in student
achievement is commensurate
to our DRG (District Reference
Group) average,” he said. “Actually, our DRG average peers have
declined about the same in English
language arts and they declined
12% in mathematics, so they declined a little bit more than us.”
Dr. McKinnon would like to focus on those high impact instructional strategies in order to develop
a district improvement plan and
individual school improvement
plans that can identify a series of
metrics and targets for students to
meet next year, again in three years
and again in five years to recover
the learning loss.

Originally from Broken Hill, a
town in New South Wales, Australia, Dr. McKinnon was superinten
dent of Oxford, CT schools for two
years before coming to Region 9.
He previously served as an administrator in the Norwalk, Ridgefield
and New Fairfield school systems.
No stranger to Region 9, he did a
student internship at Redding Elementary School in 1995-96.
“That was kind of my first experience in education in this country,”
he said. “I did that for two or three
months and then got my first teaching job.”
Although Region 9 encompasses both Redding and Easton, Dr.
McKinnon notes they are similar communities that each greatly
value education. He believes they
have very talented teachers, similar
to Ridgefield, which was one of the
criteria that make them a DRG A
school system.
“I was very attracted to come
back to a DRG A level school system, like Easton and Redding, to
work with a good teaching staff
and to focus on a teaching and
learning curriculum, which is one
of my passions,” he said. “It is
different in the sense that there
are three school boards and a
lot of my time spent working
with the three school boards and
helping the school boards run
the district.”
Dr. McKinnon also looks forward to working with new administrators in the district. One is
John Read Middle School Principal Meghan Ward, who started at
the beginning of the school year.
“She started to learn the culture
and understand ways in which she
would like to think about changing
things next year,” he said. “She’s
already looking at the schedule and
thinking about making changes to
the schedule.”

Barlow Beat l

By Griffin Ellis

Hello everyone! I am a junior
at Joel Barlow High School and
excited to begin a column in the
Redding Sentinel about Barlow
news. I am a member of the Student Council at Barlow as well as
the elected student representative
to the Board of Education. I present monthly updates about student activities and achievements
at Barlow during the Board of
Education meetings, and I plan to
share them with the larger Redding
community through this column.
The school year has been filled
with a lot of success for Barlow
students and the school community.
The debate team has been on a
roll with a win streak of ten-plus
executive events. They consistently breeze past competition, and
the team’s top Varsity speakers
are constantly winning awards.
Barlow sports teams have also
been extremely successful this
year. Girls Indoor Track placed

well at the Indoor State Championships. Senior track-star Mariella Schweitzer earned All-New
England and is heading to Dartmouth University to continue her
athletic and academic career. The
wrestling team also had a stellar
winter season, as freshman Scotty
Romano won a state championship
for his weight class, and Junior
Sophie Brault became the first girl
to join the team. Sophomore Nate
Oppenheim of the boys’ swim
team broke conference records for
50-meter freestyle and 100-meter butterfly in swimming, and the
fan-favorite boys hockey team won
a conference championship. Sophomore standout Niko Tournas led the
state in goals by a mile. What’s best
about Barlow Athletics, however,
is that we are just as good competitors as we are winners; three
Barlow winter sports teams won the
conference sportsmanship award.
I’ll report later on spring sports

A lot in the works at Boys and Girls Club l
Things may be at a hectic pace
at the Boys and Girls Club of Redding-Easton, but Executive Director Joe Dolan isn’t complaining.
Baseball, softball and other activities are in the works. Dolan and
others have been busy ensuring
they run as smoothly as possible.
“You want to be busy,” said Dolan,
who also has an influx of new volunteers, including a number who
have moved to Redding and Easton
from New York City. “You want to
feel like things are coming back to
some degree of normalcy.”
The club is also looking to the
town for some funding from the
American Rescue and Recovery
Plan. According to Dolan it is in
the process of applying and the
town seems agreeable to the idea.
Baseball at all levels from Tee-ball
all the way up to Babe Ruth is preparing for a new season. Collaborating more closely with Easton,
the club is forming crossover teams
that are composed of players from
both towns.

There are now about 120 players from Redding and probably a
comparable number from Easton,
according to Dolan. Right now
teams are being formed for play
both at the club’s facility on Cross
Highway and at the Redding Community Center (RCC) on Lonetown
Road.
“We find it easier to run the
younger age groups, the Tee-ball
and the rookies, over at the Community Center field for a whole lot
of reasons, including parking,” he
said.
Numbers are also on the rise in
the club’s girls softball program,
which also comprises players from
Redding and Easton. About 85 are
now on the program, with the majority at the younger levels, quite
an increase from a few years ago
when there were probably no more
than 50 total.
Once the fields are dry and ready
the season will begin and the club
will have an official opening day
ceremony sometime in May.

“There’s a whole bunch of stuff
we have to do to the fields,” said
Dolan. “We have to get more clay,
we have to get conditioner on the
fields and we have to edge them.”
The club hopes to get some
non-sports programs like its spelling bee for elementary students,
its Torch Club for middle school
students and its Keystone Club
for high school students up and
running again. Because they run
concurrently with the school year
Dolan notes they probably will not
resume until this fall.
Some fall and winter programs
are already on the upswing. The
club’s field hockey program has
just about doubled in size, according to Dolan, with about 115 participants.
He attributes this to a couple of
reasons. Since it is an outdoor activity, people were more comfortable with it during the pandemic.
Also the club was fortunate to have
some volunteers who are excellent
coaches as well as organizers.

John Read Assistant Principal
Darlene Wallin intends to retire at
the end of the school year, so there
will be a hire in that position as
well, he added.
Mario Almeida is the new assistant superintendent and head of
School at Joel Barlow High, having started there last October. After spring break the district gets a
new director of special education,
Tracy Hussey, who was the director of special education in Oxford.
“I look forward to working with
Tracy when she starts,” said Dr.
McKinnon. “I actually hired her in
Oxford.”
While at Oxford, Dr. McKinnon was faced with the challenge
of implementing remote as well
as hybrid learning to deal with the
pandemic. Now that restrictions
have been relaxed, things are beginning to return to normal. As of
February 28, Connecticut lifted the
requirement for masks to be worn
in schools.
“At that point you faced more
challenges in terms of determining
are we going to be in-person, are
we going to be remote, are we going to be hybrid. I experienced that
in Oxford because I was there at
the beginning of the pandemic and
there were some very challenging
times because we didn’t have a
clear framework in which to make
those decisions.
“Obviously, we were initially
worried about the change,” he said.
“However, we do feel that students
are responding well to the change
and school is starting to look like
it did before the pandemic. We’re
starting to have more visitors in our
schools. We are allowing field trips
again. It’s starting to feel more like
school.” g

Spring Sports are in full swing
now. The teams are getting ready
for a big season and are hoping to bring some hardware
back to Barlow’s halls by June.
The fourth and final quarter of the
school year is underway, and students are eager to end strong! Spirit week, which boosts school spirit
and encourages community-building, ends with a school dance on
the 22nd. Juniors and seniors are
getting excited for Prom in May.
A fellow Barlow junior, Jackson Bennett, and I have begun a
school “news station” called The
Nest, which premiers every week
for students to watch. For anyone
interested in viewing our videos,
our Instagram handle is @thenest.
jbhs. g

By Rocco Valluzzo

For its fall basketball programs,
the club collaborated with the
Easton Community Center last
winter, using the RCC and the gym
at Joel Barlow High School.
“There were still uncertainties
when we went into the season as
to whether or not we were going to
have access to gyms” said Dolan.
“By the time we found out that we
could, games had been arranged.”
Canceled for the last two years
due to the pandemic, the club’s golf
and tennis outing is set for June 13
at Redding Country Club. This will
mark the 33rd time it has held its
annual fundraiser.

In recent years the event drew
between 65 and 80 golfers. Besides
a good turnout, Dolan is hoping
that owners of local and not-so-local businesses who are supportive
of boys and girls clubs in general
will step up and become sponsors
at a higher level than the club has
asked in the past.
“Everybody’s excited about it,”
he said. “We’re really trying to get
back up to speed in terms of the
fundraising activities. The golf outing is two months away but that’s
the blink of an eye in terms of
trying to make it be successful.” g
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obituary
The Redding
League of Women Voters remembers

Mary Erlanger

By Kim O’Rielly, MSW
President, Redding League of Women Voters

Photo by Kim O’Rielly

One of the longest serving members of the Redding League of
Women Voters (RLWV), Mary Erlanger, passed away on March 16.
She died peacefully in her home at
Meadow Ridge at the age of 99.
Mary’s achievements were many
and varied. As a WAVE officer
during World War II, she coded dispatches; she worked with Edward
R. Murrow at CBS in New York;
earned a PhD in counseling from
the University of Georgia (at the
age of 58!); and served in the administration of CT Governor Ella
Grasso—to name a few.
In Redding, Mary advocated for
open space, supported the schools,
and served on the Board of the
Mark Twain Library. No matter
what hat she was wearing she was
always advocating, always encouraging, always helping people grow
and thrive. Her favorite motto was
“Do what you can, want what you
have and be who you are.”
One of her favorite hats was the
one she wore for the League of
Women Voters which she joined
in the early 1960s and where she
remained a steadfast member until her death. She became Redding
League president in the late 1960s,
a time when the League was championing the open space movement
in town and advocating for campaign finance reform and improved
transportation. Mary implemented
green policies in Redding long before the concept was “organized.”
With her enthusiastic leadership
and her mission driven skills,
Mary’s talents were soon recognized at the state level when she
was elected to serve as President
of the Connecticut LWV. When she
finished her term as state League

president, Governor Ella Grasso
appointed Mary to numerous state
boards and commissions, including
the new Permanent Commission on
the Status of Women.
Over the years, Mary remained
an active member of the League of
Women Voters, both in Redding
and Georgia, and her passion for
the RLWV never waned. She was
an enthusiastic supporter of the
League’s current activities and often sent League members emails
and voicemails praising our collective work.
In Mary’s 2012 address to the
RLWV, she stated “I believe it is
crucial to search for and embrace
continuity at this turbulent time in
our history. The Redding League
has continued to be a force for
good government, environmental
responsibility, and - most importantly - responsible citizen participation. I am so pleased to see the
energy and vitality of the Redding
League. ”
Mary was a great friend to the
League and a great supporter of our
town. Her impact on Redding is
longstanding and she will be greatly missed. As RLWV board member Margaret Brown said, “She was
the backbone of our League, our
town and our state.”
Adds longtime League member
Emily d’Aulaire, “Mary’s smile lit
up a room and her boundless enthusiasm got everyone going, no matter what the task. A backbone with
a spark!”
Mary is survived by daughter
Amy Folkman, son David Erlanger
and daughter-in-law Jean Witter, three grandchildren, and two
great-grandchildren. g

Town to begin
allocating $2.7M
Covid Relief funding
By Rob Sample

Over the past two years Covid
severely
strained
American
communities of all sizes. In the
next few months, the town will
begin allocating the first half of a
nearly $2.7 million Federal grant
designed to mitigate the pandemic’s financial impact.
The funds come from the $350
billion American Rescue Plan Act
(ARPA), which was signed into
law just over a year ago. Redding
received the first half of its ARPA
funds in January, or approximately
$1.35 million. ARPA aims to help
state and local governments, small
businesses, households and hardhit industries replace revenue lost
as a result of the Covid pandemic.
ARPA puts special emphasis on
investments in water, sewer and
broadband infrastructure, as well
as services that aim to rebuild community life.
“From the perspective of a town
our size, the $2.7 million ARPA
grant is a very significant amount
of money,” said Town Treasurer Wes Higgins, who also heads
an eight-person working group
charged with soliciting and evaluating spending proposals.
The working group has identified
three projects it deems as especially critical: two concerning the delivery of social services and a third
aimed at enhancing fire safety.
While these initial proposals will
go before the Board of Selectmen
next month for a vote, the working
group aims to receive a wide variety of proposals from all parts of
the town.
To help accomplish that, the group
mailed a postcard to all town residents informing them of the ARPA
grant and inviting their input. Proposals can also be submitted online
by going to the town website (www.
townofreddingct.org), clicking on
the ARPA dropdown and then selecting “Funding Application.”
Each submittal must include a full
description of the proposed project,
its cost and, most important, how
it relates to community needs
that resulted from the Covid
pandemic. The ARPA working group will evaluate all
proposals
and
gauge
their
compliance with Federal ARPA
regulations. Those that pass muster will be sent to the Board
of Selectmen for review and
a vote.
ARPA is strict about how the
funds will be spent. “The law contains roughly 50 pages of regulations detailing what the Federal
government wants ARPA funds to

be spent on, and how it should be
spent,” said Higgins. Moreover,
any project that doesn’t comply
could result in the Feds demanding
repayment.
The group has also reviewed the
work of other towns that received
ARPA funding ahead of Redding.
“One nearby town allocated funds
to upgrade a sewer line,” Higgins
said. “Another put money toward
the construction of a new firehouse.
Several other towns have funded
nonprofits to assist them in meeting
their goals.”

The town reached a settlement in
March with Lifecare LLC in a joint
filing in state Superior Court, ending
a nine-year legal process over the
town’s tax assessment of the Meadow Ridge retirement community.
Over the next three fiscal years,
the town will provide credits off
the tax bills to total $2.65 million,
negotiated down from $3 million,
according to a discussion at the
March 22 Board of Selectmen Special Meeting.
Also agreed upon is the 2021
bill reflecting a $92 million value.
However, in the next revaluation,
in 2022, Meadow Ridge will be assessed anew.
According to Dr. Yonkers, “The
judgment will have an impact in
two ways. The first way is Lifecare
will receive a credit on taxes and
the second is that the value of their
property has been reduced.”
So Redding will have to pay
back the payments Lifecare paid
the town, about $1282 million this
year. This is the total with the two
components, Yonkers explained.
Ward Mazzucco began his third
six-year term this year on the
Board of Finance, acting as vicechair. Married with three children
who attended Redding schools
from K to 12, he’s lived in Redding
for 34 years. He is a lawyer in Danbury, and also serves on the board
of RVNAhealth.
In a Q&A email, he provided
some insights into the operation of

the Board of FInance.
Why is it important that Redding
residents understand the finances
of the town?
How much each household pays
in tax and how the money is spent
should be of interest to everyone.
Education, police, roads, land use,
maintenance of town structures,
and the Mark Twain Library are
all critical community functions
that we must fund properly. That
means a Goldilocks amount … not
too little and not too much.
What outstanding news and
information do you think readers
need to know about that may not
be already published or reported?
Because there was a challenge to
the town’s evaluation of Meadow
Ridge by the owner’s assessment
that was partially affirmed by the
Superior Court upon appeal, we
now have to refund excess taxes
that we collected. That will significantly affect our budgets for the
next few years, so an increase in
taxes is likely in the upcoming fiscal year. The town is facing a few
other possible claims that could
also strain our budgets.
Has the mil rate changed from
the previous year?
This will be decided after the referendum on the proposed budget.
What are the biggest reasons for
any increase in the budget?
The settlement with Meadow
Ridge is an important factor, and
union contracts and general salary

Eye on safety
That look at what other municipalities are doing provided the
ARPA working group with a view
of what it might accomplish in
Redding, beginning with the three
initial proposals.
The first proposal would boost
funding for the coordinator of the
town’s Senior Center, converting
what is now a part-time role to
a full time position. The second
proposal would create a $50,000
Covid Relief Fund. This will help
the town to provide direct aid to
residents who have experienced
Covid-related job losses, for
example.
The group’s rationale is that
seniors and those on limited
incomes have been disproportionately impacted by the pandemic
and the shutdowns that resulted
from it. Seniors have been especially isolated because of medical
conditions they might have. In addition, many seniors live alone and
have incomes that are modest in
comparison with younger working
adults.
The third proposal would fund
the construction of a “dry hydrant”
across the street from Redding Elementary School. It would pump
water from a large adjacent pond
and would thus address a longstanding need to enhance fire safety at both the School and the Community Center.
Currently, because there is no
municipal water supply in the center of town, the town’s firefighting
trucks must first pump water directly from the pond, then transfer
it to firefighting apparatus. Moreover, during much of the winter,
the pond is covered with a layer of
ice, which firefighters must bore
through to access water.
According to the State of Virginia, which uses dry hydrants to
fight forest fires, a dry hydrant is
a non-pressurized pipe system that
draws water from a nearby pond or

stream. One end of pipe is in the
water source, while the other end is
a roadside hydrant.
Redding’s new dry hydrant would
provide firefighters with a continuous supply of water, with no need
for a transfer tank or for venturing
onto ice during winter months.
Aiming for broad impact
Altogether, the three proposals
represent an expenditure of approximately $260,000, or roughly
one tenth of the total ARPA grant.
The working group wants to be judicious in the allocation process.
For starters, each of the group’s
members has been assigned a batch
of non-governmental organizations
to research. They’ll each reach out
to these organizations to get fresh
ideas on spending the ARPA grant
money, provide feedback and, ultimately, maximize the number of
proposals the working group will
receive.
As a law, ARPA aims to reach all
segments of American society. Accordingly, Redding’s ARPA working group aims to ensure that grant
money has as broad an impact as
possible on town life.
“Keeping people apart for two
years has impaired the sense of
community in Redding,” Higgins
mused. “The organizations we’ll
work with will have ideas on how
to rebuild those community connections, and our ARPA funding
will help accomplish that.
“Whether it’s a playground for
children or improvements to the
senior center, we aim to benefit
the community as a whole,” said
Higgins. “We hope to see proposals from organizations such as the
Boys Club/Girls Club, the library,
the Senior Center... and many
more.”
When might Redding expect to
receive the second half of its ARPA
funding?
“Good question,” Higgins said.
“It may be as early as next month
but that’s not definite and it’s not
what we’re focused on.” Instead,
the working group aims to get a
large number of proposals to evaluate. That will be tough work,
but it’s very necessary, Higgins
said.
The timeline for allocating and
spending the ARPA funds gives the
group, and the town, considerable
leeway. Under Federal guidelines,
all allocations must be made by
yearend 2024 and all ARPA funds
must be spent by 2026. Given these
parameters the Redding working
group is ahead of the game.
“Over the past two years many
people have been limited to very
solitary pursuits - such as taking
solo hikes,” Higgins said. “The
grant money will enable all of us to
get out and begin taking part in all
the fun things that make Redding a
wonderful community.” g

Proposed 2022-23 Redding Town Budget
Continued from page 1

The Redding Board of Finance
members, along with Yonkers and
Mazzucco, are Jenifer Wyss, a
Republican, Karen K. Gifford,
Jamie Barickman, and Robert
Dean, Democrats.
The board oversees the financial
operation of the town of Redding.
The board recommends the budget
for referendum, sets the mil rate
for property taxation, approves all
appropriations, decides on funding
mechanisms, arranges for the annual audit, and publishes the Town
Report.
Members, who are volunteers,
are elected Town officials. Vacancies are filled by a majority vote of
the members of the Board.
Psychiatrist Dr. Kim Yonkers has
been board chair for three years.
She has lived in Redding for 22
years and sees her role as an opportunity to “give back to the town and
feel like I’m a part of the town,”
she said.
In a phone interview, she broke
down some of the unusual components of the budgets, particularly
the way the two school budgets
operate, which those new to town
might find unusual compared to
municipalities where they’ve lived
previously. She also highlighted
major budget areas that increase
costs to the town, including the recent court settlement between the
Town and Lifecare LLC (Meadow
Ridge) over tax assessments, and
increased school costs.

Said Yonkers, “The settlement
with Meadow Ridge is an important factor, and union contracts
and general salary increases drive
much of the annual increases. In
the school budget, the Board of
Education is contending with the
increasing costs related to students
with special needs.”
“Once – if -- the budget passes in the Town vote, the next step
is figuring out how to pay for it,”
Yonkers explained.
“Our Board of Finance has no say
over the Region 9 budget. Region 9
has its own finance board. They tell
us the number and we plug it into
the overall taxes we have to raise.
They are projecting a reduction for
us for this year. Easton has a larger enrollment than us. This swings
back and forth.”
“Technically
the
Redding
Finance Board’s role is to decide
how these are going to be paid.
Options include raising taxes if we
think the budgets are reasonable––
but to determine these amounts
is up to the Board of Education,
which does its own vote, and the
Board of Selectmen does its own
vote. Then these separate budgets
are sent to the Board of Finance
as happened during the tri-board
meeting March 22.”
“We may say ‘Great. Thank you
for your hard work. Can you cut it
by a percent?’ or we may say that’s
the budget we’d like to send to the
voters.”

increases drive much of the annual
increases. In the school budget, the
Board of Education is contending
with the increasing costs related to
students with special needs.
What special projects or
improvements will voters be asked
to approve and why?
We have not yet seen final numbers for capital projects that the
Board of Selectmen or the Board
of Education may wish to present.
We typically send some capital expenditures to the voters every year.
Debt service will add to future budgets, and we have to keep our level of overall debt low enough, and
our reserves high enough, so that
credit rating agencies will continue
to give Redding the highest possible ratings for creditworthiness. If
our credit rating should decline,
then our cost of future borrowings
would go up. Having said that, the
town has deferred a lot of maintenance, and we have some catching
up to do.
To send questions and comments
about the budget to the Finance
Board visit https://townofreddingct.org/contact-us/
The Annual Budget Referendum
FY 2022-23 is on May 3 from 6
a.m. to 8 p.m. in the Redding Community Center.
View the Town of Redding
Budget Detail at https://townofreddingct.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/FY-2023-BudgetDetail.pdf g
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Book Review

Library Corner

The Memoirs of

By Erin Shea Dummeyer

STOCKHOLM SVEN
By Nathaniel Ian Miller
325 pp. Little, Brown. $28

On an arctic island archipelago
north of Norway, in a bleak remote
outpost between the great wars of
the 20th century, we meet miners
and hunters — men without women, psychologically damaged men,
solitary men — living in extremis.
A mining accident severely disfigures 33-year-old Sven Ormson’s
face and blinds him in one eye. He
afterwards seeks a monastic existence apart from people as a hunter
in a hostile far northern environment. There he lives unwitnessed
in a world of arid emptiness and
sunless isolation, where cyclopean walls of Mycenae and Tiryns,
circumambient in his nature, are
sounds of silence (without strenuous reference, classical inflections
undergird this narrative).
Eberhard, a mongrel dog, is
Sven’s only companion. They live
together in uncovenanted intimacy,
tested when fear of starvation causes Sven to consider killing the dog
for food. He kills instead a trusting,
dispossessed bull walrus, whom he
had named Bengt. Thus, Sven exists in terrains of id, savage with
survival necessities conditional to
circumstance but irrefutably valid.
We are given to feel the full reek
of mortal urgencies, butchery as
concomitant to life’s precarious requirements. At the point when we
confront the strictures of austerity,
isolation, and emotional ruin, the
narrative shifts, and redemption
hovers as the author repatriates his
main character to civilization.

Without giving away the story,
it is enough to say that when we
feel most hopeless for Sven, his
life takes root in the way green
vegetation appears on northern stonescapes in fragile but tenacious
expressions. Sven’s world of scant
contact absent of mirrors and other
souls is a far distant cry from ours
of instant gratification and immediate feedback. The process of his
repatriation to humanity is gradual (glacial!) but, well, humanly
evolved. There is no religion, no
faith in God, rather an extraordinary
worldliness stripped to the bone,
embracing fortitude and honesty
as utterly vital to survival. When
authentic passion is acknowledged
and answered truly, even spare
resources can yield ineradicable
intimacies. This allegory of paucity, grim harm, and penitential
self-confrontation insists that life
is not merely the story of its own
demise; meaning and purpose can
rise up from ashes and trauma. In
this debut novel, THE MEMOIRS
OF STOCKHOLM SVEN, Nathan
Ian Miller has contributed a classic
to literature of the North.
Nathaniel Ian Miller grew up in
Redding and now lives in Vermont.
THE MEMOIRS OF STOCKHOLM SVEN won Indy Best List
status and a Starred Kirkus review.
g

Tom Casey
Author of HUMAN ERROR and
STRANGERS’ GATE,
Co-Producer of film
documentary, FLYING BOAT

OPTOMETRIST
Dr. George G. Amatuzzi
419 MAIN ST
RIDGEFIELD, CT 06877
Tel: 203.431.3937
Fax: 203.431.9120
www.drgeorgeamatuzzi.com

Redding Neighbors & Newcomers extends a warm
welcome to the Redding community. Whether you’ve just
moved here or have lived here for 30 years, our events
and groups offer fun social activities for everyone.

I like to think of myself as an
equal opportunity reader. I love
print books for their packaging.
Ebooks work for me in the morning when I’m awake before my
husband and need the glow of my
Kindle. Audiobooks, both on CD
and digital, are my constant commuting companion. I read in all
formats and am happy to see that
since March 2020, the Redding
community has embraced our
downloadable content in a big way.
Since the start of the pandemic,
digital material usage has exploded
at the Mark Twain Library. Circulation of digital materials was up
by 58% in February 2022 as compared to its 2019, pre-pandemic
counterpart. In fact, it’s been difficult to keep up with demand. As
of writing this column, I have eight
books on hold in the Libby app, all
listed as having a wait that is “several months long.” This is a common comment we hear from patrons as well. We need to purchase
more ebooks because the waitlist
makes borrowing digital materials
impossible.
Finally, there is hopeful legislation underway in Hartford that
could help. S.B. 131, An Act Concerning Electronic Book Licensing, would set fair contract terms

for eBook licensing, so that publishers can make money, libraries
can build robust digital collections,
and taxpayers aren’t overcharged.
So far it has been met with bi-partisan support from lawmakers.
Right now if I were to purchase the latest Jodi Picoult ebook
on Amazon, I would pay $8 as a
consumer. But if I were to purchase
it for the Library, I would pay $55
for the license. After two years the
license would expire and I wouldhave to pay $55 again. This is why
libraries can’t keep up with ebook
demand - paying $110 for a book
that should be $8 over and over
again devastates our digital materials budget. Taxpayers are being
overcharged.
This is also an access issue.
Because libraries pay on average
six times what consumers pay for
the same ebook, it means there are
many libraries which are simply
not able to invest in ebooks, which
means their patrons are the ones
who suffer.
S.B. 131 calls for publishers of
electronic books to license them
to public libraries on reasonable
terms. It would help authors, as
they receive royalties on a per-copy sold basis, and this would allow
libraries to purchase more copies.

It would help patrons because they
would receive their ebooks in
a timely manner. And it would
help libraries build meaningful
and complete collections that meet
the demands of their community.
The best way to show support for this bill is to write to
Representatives Allie-Brennan and
Hughes. Senator Haskell is already
a co-sponsor of this bill, but I am
sure he would love to hear support from his constituents. Post on
social media using the hashtag
#eBooksforCT. Browse the website https://bit.ly/ebooksforct. If
successful, this legislation will be
a major win for Connecticut, and
could set the stage for other states
to follow.
If you have any questions about
#eBooksforCT, or just want to recommend a wonderful ebook you
recently borrowed from the Mark
Twain Library, please email me at
erin@marktwainlibrary.org g

Board of Selectmen Lead the
Town Collaboratively
Continued from page 4

bunch of people who say they want
something, we’re going to look at
it. Of course, we’re going to blend
that with our knowledge of other
things the town needs, things going on that they (the public) don’t
know about,” said O’Donnell. An
example might be a legal proceeding underway that could cost the
town money, but board members
are unable to discuss publicly, she
noted. We can’t be as transparent
as I would like to be and that often puts us at odds with the whole
town,” she explained.
The Board of Selectman are involved in addressing what is perhaps the most significant issue for
the town’s future––the Georgetown
Wire Mill property, which the town
owns. “Georgetown is a big issue.
The questions of how do we develop it, where is it going from there,
what are the steps we are taking,
are moving at a glacial pace at this
point. Currently, whatever the venue will become, whether the space
is sold or leased, the taxpayers have
to approve. “One thing I would say
to the taxpayers is yes, there is
movement in Georgetown but it’s
not fast enough. But don’t worry.
You will get an opportunity to have
a point of view,” said O’Donnell.
Selectman Michael Thompson, a
litigation attorney in private practice, is serving his fifth term on the
Board of Selectmen. He is a past
chair of the Redding Zoning Board
of Appeals and the Redding Republican Town Committee.
“The job provides constant opportunities to meet new people,
consider short and long-term issues
affecting our town and state, and
hopefully add some value to the
community,” Thompson said in an
email.
A pressing challenge he mentioned is the Selectmen’s budget.
He described the effort as done

in a fiscally responsible manner
while dealing with rising inflation
and some of the challenges and increased costs the community is facing in its present “back to normal”
state as Covid-related restrictions
fall away.
Like his colleagues, Thompson
encourages communication with
the board. Local residents can have
an impact on their town’s activities by attending the meetings of
the Board of Selectmen, Board of
Education, and Board of Finance as
often as they can and letting their
voices be heard. “Most meetings
are now in person and on Zoom,
so attendance is much more convenient. Also, be sure to vote in the
referendum May 3 when the budgets are on the ballot,” Thompson
said.
It is important, he continued, that
residents familiarize themselves
with the budget on the town website and review the proposals.
“This year, we have tried to hold
the line on discretionary spending
while putting money towards areas
that provide all our residents educational and recreational opportunities – Mark Twain Library, Heritage Center, Park & Rec – while
making sure basic services – police, roads, building maintenance
– are prioritized and funded,” he
noted.
The Board of Selectmen meetings are held on the third Monday of the month at 7:30 p.m.
and are listed at townofreddingct.
org/events/ The next meeting is
May 23rd. g

Commissions. Members of the
Commission on Aging and Conservation Commission are appointed
by the First Selectman.
Before becoming a member of
the Board of Selectman, Margaret
(Peg) O’Donnell, a CPA in private
practice, was the Treasurer for the
Town for 14 years and then spent
a year on the Board of Finance.
When there was an opening on the
Board of Selectman she took the
position, then ran for it twice and
won.
O’Donnell described the board
as a collegial one that focuses solely on what’s best for the town. And
although there’s a balance with two
Democrats and one Republican,
politics, according to O’Donnell,
doesn’t factor into the work members do.
While Pemberton’s is a salaried
full-time job, O’Donnell’s and
Thompson’s roles are part-time
elected positions to the town board.
They receive a stipend for their
contributions.
In a phone interview, O’Donnell
talked about ways the public might
better understand the work of the
board. She encourages residents to
contact the board and share opinions about what’s going on in their
town.
She pointed out the discussions
the board is having about using
tennis courts also for pickleball,
or adding pickleball courts. This
issue draws conflicting views from
residents and some avid players of
the sports, with others focusing on
costs and availability.
O’Donnell encourages “residents to contact us when they have
questions or are not sure about how
something will work. If there’s a

To join please visit reddingneighborsandnewcomers.org

Elizabeth Edwards
B&W

Erin Dummeyer
Mark Twain Library Director
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Why Redding?
Why we made
Redding home
By Jeanne Ammermuller

If you disregard the 30 years
I spent in New Jersey, I am a
Redding native. I was born in Norwalk, CT and grew up on Wayside Lane in a house on a hill.
We were surrounded by woods
and open spaces. We played kick
the can on summer nights and
in the winter, rode our sleds at
breakneck speeds. I am a graduate of RES, JRMS and JBHs.
As much as I loved growing up
here, I left Redding for New York
City and never imagined coming
back to live. Until my 30th High
School reunion. I began exploring
my old haunts and was struck by
how peaceful and beautiful it was;
how many memories it held and
how much I missed it. I did start
to see myself living here again. It
took 5 more years, but I found my
way back in 2014.
My husband Ralph and I settled
into an 1850s farmhouse on Rte. 53
with a one-bedroom cottage on the
edge of the property. It’s a quirky
old house that suits us well. The
thing we love most, though, is the
property. While the house itself is
quite near the road, the property
slopes down to the Saugatuck River.
The views are magnificent and it’s
surprisingly quiet. Plus, when the
weather turns bad – and our first
winter here was a doozy – 53 is
plowed early and often.
Sitting on our back porch, we
can watch the changes in the seasons and the full range of wildlife
– from foxes and bobcats to egrets,
ducks and even the rare Bald Eagle. The shelves on our back porch
are filled with a varied collection of
boots for all seasons, a bird book
or two, binoculars and a Redding
Land Trust Book of Trails. My
collection of heels from 30 years
of working in New York are somewhere in the back of a closet.

One of the big changes in Redding since the 70s is the number
of beautifully maintained trails to
explore. What was once a place
where we would cut through the
woods to an abandoned dirt road
is now part of the Stormfield trail
system. Across the river from us
is the Firehouse trail – a favorite
place to snowshoe. Walking the
trails around Redding is one of my
great joys.
My advice to newcomers: Join
something – I was fortunate enough
to be recommended to the Redding
Land Trust Board of Trustees and
have gotten to know a lot of people
through our meetings and events.
Throw a party. Our second summer
here, I invited neighbors on either
side of us to a Jersey-style block
party. Since we are on a busy street,
it’s much harder to get to know
your neighbors. This broke the ice
and got us connected. We now take
turns hosting and we all look out
for each other.
Ralph has adjusted to a quieter
life, and is officially in charge of
trying to keep the bittersweet and
other invasives from taking over.
We both miss the pizza and bagels
and our old friends in New Jersey.
But coming back to Redding has
given us more nature and quiet
and projects than we could have
hoped for.
Favorite local restaurants:
The Redding Roadhouse, Oliver’s
Pizza and Deli and Rancho Allegre.
Favorite Events:
West Redding Firehouse Steak
and Chicken Dinner, The Holiday
Craft Fair and the Redding Garden
Club’s Mother’s Day Plant Sale. g

We are not looking for a house but
if we see one we like we’ll buy it
By Karen Staff

I met my partner, Jeffrey,
through Craigslist eleven years ago
when I bought a kayak from him.
He is a local manufacturer, and I
had no idea that I was going to be
getting both a fiberglass kayak and
a partner for life. I lived in Westchester and worked in New York,
Jeffrey lived and worked in Fairfield. Since our first date (kayaking, of course) we have spent virtually all our free time together. We
have similar hobbies and interests
(hiking, fishing (catch & release),
sailing, ice-skating, snowshoeing,
ice-sailing and especially during
bad weather garage and estate sale
“sailing”.)
For the first six years of
our relationship Jeffrey rented a
400sq ft cottage which was literally falling apart. He would spend
nights in Westchester, and I would
spend weekends in CT. In CT our
neighbors blocked our cars in the
driveway, and constantly looked
in the bedroom window; we were
surrounded by barking dogs, a crazy rooster and a fighting couple in
the house behind us but at least we
had a small garden and could barbeque. One rainy day in mid-April
we were headed out “sailing” to

an estate sale when I saw a For Sale
sign on a large Victorian house on
the Fairfield/Bridgeport border.
After looking up the house online
(way overpriced), just for fun I
called the realtor. Before I could
get the full address of the property out, the realtor Pam said it was
way overpriced, the owner was
not negotiable, and she wasn’t going to show it to me even though
it was her listing, because it would
be wasting my time. (What type
of realtor was this?) I told her we
really weren’t looking for a house
but had a few weekends to kill until kayak season, but that we would
buy a house if we saw something
we liked and that we really did
want to see the Victorian. We loved
both Pam and the Victorian. While
we didn’t get the Victorian, we did
get Pam which was much better.
There were still a few weeks until
kayak season, so we asked Pam to
look for houses for us. Other than
our budget, our only requirements
were “not cookie-cutter” and within a 20 minutes’ drive to L.I. Sound
for when Jeffrey “had” to go striper fishing (seriously, who “has”
to go fishing for fun anyway?).
A few weeks later we got the call

from Pam. “I have a great house…I
haven’t seen it yet, not yet on the
market, in Redding, 22 minutes
from the Sound, antique, 1700s, 8
fireplaces and other surprises”. Me:
“Sounds good.” (I think Pam was
disappointed that I wasn’t thrilled
when she mentioned 8 fireplaces,
but one working fireplace is enough
for me. Many antique houses have
smaller rooms and low ceilings and
fireplaces take up precious real estate along a wall.) I hate surprises.
What are the other things? I asked
Pam. Pam replied “9-foot ceilings”
Me: “throughout the entire house?”
Pam: “Yes”, Me: “SOLD”. We
went to see the house the next day
and yes, we bought it! And that is
how we made our way to Redding.
Although, I really like to say we
bought a very, very expensive dog
that came with a house. But that is
a story for another day. g
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The Redding Land Trust –
small town, big outdoors

Business Spotlight
Fleur de Lis:

By Pam Elkow, Jeanne Ammermuller and Silvia Erskine

A premier design source
By Rocco Valluzzo

When Dottie DeLuca started Fleur de Lis Antiques and
Design, she did not want it to
be limited to antiques only.
Today, the shop is an eclectic
mix of Mid-century Modern, Hollywood Regency, French Country,
Industrial and more.
“I really don’t carry a lot of antiques,” said DeLuca, who, since
2011, has owned and operated a
3,500 square-foot showroom at
4 Long Ridge Road in Redding.
“What I have is more vintage and
design pieces, so I’m really not an
antiques store.”
As the sole proprietor of her own
company, DeLuca wears many
hats. She is the buyer, online marketer, social media editor, retail and
online seller, logistics and shipping
coordinator as well as the in-store
manager and designer who handles
all merchandising and display.
“The most fun for me is decorating the shop, like setting it up in
the shop and styling it,” she said.
”Coming from a theater background I’m a visual artist.”
Her least favorite tasks involve
business logistics, especially uploading images of items to the
Internet, so as her business has
grown, she has hired people for
those aspects.
In addition to designer showrooms and design magazines,
DeLuca’s merchandise has been
featured in dozens of TV shows
and feature films for props and
set design, including NBC’s The
Blacklist, ABC’s General Hospital
and the film Ant Man. The most
enjoyable for DeLuca was to have
it appear on Amazon Prime’s The
Marvelous Mrs. Maisel.
“They do such an incredible job
with their production values,” she
said. “They have won so many
awards for set design. It was fun to
be part of that.”
DeLuca’s experience in antiques
and collecting goes back years
before she opened her current
showroom. A former Radio City
Music Hall Rockette and professional dancer on Broadway for
almost 20 years, she started buying
and selling items on the side.
“I sold in my 20s but that was
just privately,” she said. “I had a
finished barn and a finished showroom in my barn that I would sell
from but that was just a hobby on
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the side when I was dancing so I
didn’t grow it. I just did it in between jobs or did it on the side or
on the weekends.”
Retiring from her dancing career in 2001, DeLuca continued
her part-time business for several
years. When her son was ten years
old she decided to open up her
showroom in August 2011.
DeLuca chose Fleur de Lis as a
name because she felt it was elegant yet generic.
Although wanting to stay in
Redding, DeLuca could not find
a house with a barn to match the
requirements she had for her business. Since her husband Anthony is
a builder, they decided to purchase
the building on Long Ridge Road
and fix it up.
“It actually worked out really
well because we converted the upstairs, so we have our living space,”
she said. “We have our showroom
space and we are still in a nice residential neighborhood. “Our son
has since graduated (high school)
and is off to college. We still had a
normal lifestyle, so it’s kind of like
the best of both worlds.”
Her mainstay has been dealing in
vintage items as well as home and
interior design, including furniture,
mirrors, art sculptures and decorative accessories. Many of her items
come from clients who are moving.
One style that has remained
consistently popular is Mid-century Modern, which has also
become popular among the millennial generation. DeLuca was
surprised to see this trend last despite design magazines promoting
a lot of gray and white minimalism.
“Mid-century first started coming about when I opened,” she said,
noting customers would come up

from Brooklyn seeking it. “Even”
people in Connecticut still had traditional mahogany furniture, Chippendale and they were really not
ready for the Mid-century modern.
It’s very popular and it doesn’t
seem to be going out of style.
Within a year after opening her
showroom DeLuca created an
online presence for her business,
which can also be found on social
media (Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter). It also has a presence on
two other websites: 1stdibs.com,
an international marketplace for
luxury goods, and Etsy.com.
“I went online right away
because I’m in Redding,” she said.
“I’m in a non-commercial town. I
knew right away that would be the
way to go. That was a wise decision on my part.”
When the pandemic started two
years ago, DeLuca closed her
showroom for a month or two like
many other businesses. Once she
reopened it really began to pick up
online as well as in-person.
“All the New Yorkers moved
here and they’re buying homes
and have to decorate them,” she
said. “It (the pandemic) was sort
of the nail in the coffin for retail
in general but not in vintage goods
or resale or furniture because nobody can get furniture right now
because it’s a six week lead time.”
Fleur de Lis Antiques and
Design is open from 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays. It can also be found online at
Fleurdelis.com g

Letters to the Editor
Continued from page 2

To the Editor,
As a recent Redding resident, I want to both congratulate and thank you for your effort to launch the Redding
Sentinel.
Since moving here it has been frustrating not to have a source of local news and information and not to have the
knowledge needed to make thoughtful decisions when elections come along and important community issues need
to be resolved. Thank you. Thank you. Thank you. g
Charles Rodin
Meadow Ridge

To the Editor,
Brigadoon
For anyone unfamiliar with the musical, Brigadoon it is the story of a mythical village in the Scottish Highlands.
Under a spell cast centuries ago, this little village remained untouched and invisible to the outside world, while the
townspeople enjoyed utter bliss despite being lost in place and time. (Sound familiar?)
However, on one special day every hundred years, Brigadoon presented itself to the outside world and was
celebrated all throughout the land. Those who happened upon the hamlet on this day would be able to remain in
this beguiling place forever, but only if their love was strong enough to forgo the outside world come sundown. If
anyone decided to leave, well…. you can imagine how it goes…maybe a little like the real estate market over the
past thirty years?
As an 18-year resident of Brigadoon, I can happily say I’ve witnessed quite a few special “one-hundred-year
days”, and today is no exception.
Today is a day we can celebrate, because today we are reading the first edition of the Redding Sentinel, a fresh
newspaper whose mission is to print an unbiased view to an all-too biased world.
So, let’s remember to have fun, check facts, be kind, and remain true to our special town. Because in the words
of Tommy Albright, “You’ll never find peace by hating, lad. It only shuts ye off more from the world. And this town
is only a cursed place, if ye make it so. To the rest of us, ‘tis a blessed place! ”
Congratulations Redding Sentinel and thank you for being the new voice of this blessed place. g
Holly Hill
Sanfordtown Road

After two years of distanced
meetings, the Redding Land Trust
held its first hybrid Annual Meeting on Sunday, April 3. Over 50
people attended, with about half the
attendees joining in person. In addition to a review of its financials,
election and re-election of Trustees, and approval of proposed bylaw changes, the Board reviewed
its draft Stewardship Master Plan,
which was prepared to support the
Land Trust’s Decade of Stewardship and is available on its website,
www.reddingctlandtrust.org.
The Land Trust has asked its members and the public for feedback
on its Stewardship Master Plan.
In addition, as part of its Decade
of Stewardship, the RLT is
looking for volunteers for the
following activities:
• Events – help make the RLT
Summer Event and Lunch on the
Ledge a success!
• Trail maintenance and other
stewardship projects
• Fundraising
• Any other suggestions
If you’re interested in joining the
RLT’s volunteer roster, you can ask
for the volunteer form at info@reddlinglandtrust.org.

and other partners, has worked
hard over the last nearly 60 years
to ensure the preservation of open
space to protect our watershed and
to give all visitors and residents of
Redding the opportunity to experience our beautiful town.
Founded in 1965, the Redding
Land Trust is a not-for-profit dedicated to protecting Redding’s
woods, meadows, wetlands and
vistas for the benefit of the town’s
residents and visitors, our wildlife
and natural resources, and for future
generations. It directly (through
ownership) or indirectly (through
conservation and other easements)
protects more than 2,000 acres of
land.
Stewardship of protected
land may include mowing of fields,
such as the Brinckerhoff Preserve
off Beeholm Road and Karraker
Field on the northwest corner of
Cross Highway and Route 58, to
attract a variety of plant and animal
life, and add to the diversity of the
Town’s natural areas.
Protection of the land also
includes periodic inspections to
ensure that no encroachments or
other damage have occurred, and
that the land is in fact being maintained in its natural state. When
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Attendees at the Annual Meeting
were then treated to a presentation
by Attorney Keith Ainsworth: “5
Things You Probably Don’t Know
About Easements, Land Use and
Tree Law in Connecticut.” Keith
shared insights from a career focused on property law in Connecticut, including who has responsibility for fallen trees, the importance
of monitoring land trust properties,
and how to avoid liability on public
lands.
The following Trustees were
re-elected at the Annual Meeting:
Wendy Lee
Susan Lockwood
Kevin Roth
Pamela Elkow
Rich Wenning was elected as a
Trustee.
The RLT’s annual 990 filing
and updated bylaws are available
by request. Email info@reddinglandtrust.org
Following the Annual Meeting,
the Trustees re-elected the following officers: Co-Presidents Silvia
Erskine and Gordon Loery, Vice
President Kevin Tschudi, Treasurer
Wendy Lee, and Secretary Susan
Lockwood.
Who and What is the Redding
Land Trust

If you found yourself walking
through the woods on a trail sometime during the pandemic, chances
are you were walking on Redding
Land Trust Land. Our beautiful,
forever open spaces are not an accident. The Redding Land Trust,
together with the Town of Redding

significant encroachments have
been discovered, the Land Trust
has sought and obtained settlements from offending parties, to
allow it to replant and correct the
damage that was done.
The RLT also builds and maintains trails across its land, to provide access to the beautiful vistas and varied ecosystems found
throughout Redding. The RLT
publishes the Book of Trails,
which is available in hard copy at
the Mark Twain Library or online
at
www.reddingctlandtrust.org/
bookoftrails. The Book of Trails
includes trails throughout Redding
on land owned by the Land Trust,
the Town of Redding, the Nature
Conservancy, and others.
As noted at the Annual Meeting
and in its draft Decade of Stewardship Master Plan, future efforts
and initiatives include managing
invasive species on RLT land,
making and improving connections
between parcels and trails, improvements to parking, improved
signage, and exploring opening
certain trails to mountain bikes and
horses.
The Redding Land Trust is
staffed entirely by a volunteer
Board of Trustees, with help from
other volunteers who maintain
trails and otherwise help the RLT
fulfill its mission, and one part-time
open space manager, who the RLT
“shares” with the Town.
Reach
out to the RLT with questions or if
you are interested in volunteering.
info@reddingctlandtrust.org g

Redding Park and Recreation
Redding Park and Recreation’s Spring brochure
was released online last week. In addition to our
summer camp offerings, this brochure features
information on our Fitness Classes, Adult
Co-ed Softball, Afterschool
Sports Classes, Extended Day, Family Bingo,
Open Gyms, a Pickleball Tournament, Preschool
Programs, a Broadway Trip and more!
You can find it on the town

website townofreddingct.org.

SIGN UP NOW
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The brand new,
very old Redding Grange
By Mike Allen
Host, Amazing Tales Connecticut podcast
Elizabeth Jensen
President, Redding Grange No. 15
A Fine Evening Promised
A lecture under the auspices of the
Redding Grange will be given in
the Ridge hall on Tuesday evening,
October 23, by Messrs H.C. Knight
and W.B. Embler of New Haven.
The subject will be “The System of
the Telephone” and will be illustrated by 150 stereopticon views.
The admission, if there is one, will
not exceed 10 cents, and every one
is cordially invited to attend. –
Miss Gertrude Van Gall of Norwalk
is the guest of Mrs. Aaron Sanford.
The Newtown Bee
October 19, 1906”
Redding Grange hall is an
unassuming shingled building that
has perched on the lip of Newtown
Turnpike for 108 years -mostly a
silhouette in the periphery of one’s
view while passing through town.
The organization that built it dates
back further, and has not only found
a way to survive, but to swerve into
our modern-day lane with gusto.
Redding Grange is a local chapter of the National Grange – a social group founded in 1867 that
was modeled after the Freemasons
but focused on the plight of the
farmer. Non-partisan and non-denominational, with noted members
like Norman Rockwell and Eleanor
Roosevelt, the National Grange
promotes the benefits of community along with agricultural pursuits.
Progressive since its inception, the
National Grange always allowed
women to join as equal members
and hold any office.
With the decline of farmers
from 1/3 of our country’s population to approximately 2%, the
National Grange has seen a steep
drop in membership, and Redding
Grange’s trajectory mirrored similar bumps. Redding Grange was
organized in 1875. And reorganized in 1906. And again in 1939.
At the end of 2021, with a simple
goal of saving the old building,
a cohort of Redding townspeople managed to get the Redding
Grange volleyball back in the air
before it hit the ground for goodwith yet another reorganization.
Now with a brand new/very old
organization at hand, and a physical spot for convening townsfolk

together, the membership is getting
to work. ‘Farm-flavored’ ideas and
gatherings of all kinds are brainstormed regularly. While work
was underway on the heating system, the historic front doors were
plucked from their hinges and lovingly restored by a Grange member - the opening salvo for putting
the building back into use. Shared
dreams of a hall restoration are
coming to life in the form of renovation plans, donated by two local
architect firms. Talent in Redding
abounds.
And along the way, deep ties
to the community are coming to
light again. Redding’s first Grange
President (formerly known as
the Grange Master) was recently
learned to be the great grandfather
of the Grange’s current Vice-President. The new sign adorning the
hall was made by the head of Redding Boy Scout’s Troop 15 – which
was first sponsored by Redding
Grange in 1950. Articles dating to
1914 report Redding Grange’s latest theater production in the same
paragraph as the whereabouts of
Mark Twain’s daughter. Another in
1973 boasts about Redding Grange
sweeping the competition at the
Danbury agricultural fair three
years in a row.
It is too soon to know if this current incarnation of Redding Grange
will be its last. With Redding’s
love of history, desire for community-building, and respect for agricultural ways, the ground is fertile
for its success. And like Redding
Grange itself, pursuits that were
once considered ‘old’ are again
new. Canning and jarring. Vegetable seed exchanges. The value
of supporting local and building
resilient neighborhoods. Younger
generations are coming to Redding
Grange to contribute to their community in ways that are meaningful
to them. By doing so, they are helping to pass the baton of the organization through time. Granges were
formed in our country with the specific goal of supporting their local
community. When it comes to saving one, it definitely takes a village.
For more information about
Redding Grange, email redding@
ctstategrange.org g

Congratulations and best wishes
to Susan Clark and the team
on the launch of the Redding Sentinel
Law Offices of David F. Bennett

ALICE Avenue, Danbury, Connecticut 06810
69 Kenosia
203.797.9888 / Bulldog799@aol.com
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Volunteer firefighters keep Redding safe l
Volunteer firefighting has been
part of Hank Sanford’s life as
far back as he can remember.
He’s President of Redding Fire
& EMS Co No. 1. His father was
a fire chief back in the 1950s.
“My mother was a volunteer. My
brother was a past chief,” said
Sanford, who has been a volunteer
with the department for 54 years
Along with Redding Ridge and
Georgetown Fire Departments,
the town’s emergency response
is served by three independently
run departments staffed by volunteers. There are paid ambulance
personnel to supplement weekday
coverage. Homeowners pay a fire
tax in addition to property tax depending on their property’s district.
Sanford is a trained emergency medical responder and works
in the ambulance as well. His
department has 75 to 100 members with about 30 active members, men and women of all ages.
“They’re all dedicated,” he said.
Sanford said volunteer members
are declining at all the departments,
though scheduling is not an issue
thanks to a robust response from
the volunteers. The three departments and ones from other towns
provide mutual aid when emergencies require it. “We’re pretty well covered,” said Sanford.
Fire departments need volunteers
Still, attracting volunteers is a
priority in all three fire departments.
Youth at 16 can receive emergency
medical technician training at Joel
Barlow High School.
The town’s first responders attribute retirement and a shift in
the demographics of Redding to
the decline in volunteer numbers.
“The town has drawn a large influx of New Yorkers post-Covid
that fled the city to settle here and
are under the impression, it’s a
career department. All three of
Redding’s volunteer fire departments have struggled to maintain
their volunteers and recruit new
ones,” said Director of Redding
Emergency Department Sean
McKenney, chief at Redding Ridge.
In addition, “people that lived
in town used to also work in
town. Now they live in town but
work outside. They can’t leave
work to come to calls,” he said.

“At every single incident
to which we respond, we would
welcome more help.” said Joe
Cowherd, fire captain and EMT at
Redding Fire & EMS Company 1.
The town offers a tax break for
volunteer firefighters and emergency medical services staff, he
explained. “It’s a points system
which is based upon years of
service, the number of weekly
drills or training you would do,
special committees and call responses.” McKenney said the
break is advantageous as a recruitment tool for their departments.
The tax credit for qualifying
fire / EMS volunteers increased to
a maximum $2,000 in July 2021.
The tax credit costs the town
about $100,000 a year across the
three departments. Each department establishes its own criteria
for who qualifies for the credit.
About 20-25 percent of the
town’s firefighters and EMTs are
women, according to McKenney.
Cowherd’s wife Cheryl is a fire
police officer and their daughter
Katie is a firefighter and EMT.
Cooking and brush fires
are among the types of fire calls
Sanford sees regularly. “Recently
we haven’t had a bad fire but we
have had a couple that was close.
In the wintertime it’s firepit ashes
put outside, the wind comes,” he
said. Fire incidents remained consistent for his department during
the pandemic with no changes
from people working from home.
“There were no fatalities and fire
calls were about average.” He
gave a reminder to have the fireplace chimney cleaned at least
once a year to prevent problems.
McKenney has been a volunteer
for seven years but fighting fires
for 28. He volunteered in his native
Brookfield and is a career firefighter elsewhere in Connecticut. “I’m
a third-generation firefighter. It’s
something I grew up around and felt
I would like to continue,” he said.
Joe Cowherd has volunteered
for 37 years. This includes Redding Fire & EMS Co. 1 since 2010.
“Being a volunteer first responder
is a highly rewarding experience.
The work is intensely interesting.
Serving the public, whether they’re
good friends or complete strangers, is extremely fulfilling. I like

to think of us as the ultimate good
neighbors to those who live and
travel through our town,” he said.
“The danger is built into the job
but proper training prepares the
town’s firefighters to manage it
safely,” Cowherd said in an email.
“The culture we intentionally
create and foster promotes strong
respect for our personal safety
and well-being. All in our business need to espouse this sort of
culture. If we cannot take care of
ourselves, we cannot take care of
our families or the public,” he said.
To this end members undergo
annual physicals. In 2021, Cowherd’s company became the first
volunteer fire company in Connecticut to take part in a nationwide
FEMA-funded firefighter cancer
assessment and prevention study,
being run by Rutgers University.
For information about becoming a Redding volunteer firefighter
call Redding Fire & EMS Company No. 1 at 203-938-2520, West
Redding Fire Department at 203938-2518, and Georgetown Volunteer Fire Company at 544-8880;
or email recruit@reddingfire1.org
g

By Donna Christopher
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Go fish!

The Natural World

By Edison Escobar

Lawn weeds – friend or foe?
By Geordie Elkins, Operations Director, Highstead

Spring has sprung in Redding.
Choruses of spring peepers are
heralding the arrival of spring from
every swamp and vernal pool.
Woodcock mating calls, spring
bulbs poking through the soil, the
return of migrating songbirds,
and longer daylight hours all renew our hope of warmer weather
on the horizon. But with it come
summer chores and chief among
them is mowing the lawn. I’m not

mow it. When a “weed” gets established, we spray it. But do we really need to run for the Roundup and
2,4-D every time a dandelion raises
its golden rays above the grass or
a patch of clover starts to interrupt
the order of our neatly groomed
blades of grass? Are weeds really
our enemy?
In the past five years a shift in
values has started to take place in
Connecticut. Homeowners who
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sure about you, but I can think of
much better ways to spend my
weekends than pushing a loud,
smoky lawnmower around the yard
and spending my hard-earned money on Weed & Feed to spread on
the lawn.
Twenty percent of Connecticut is covered with lawn, putting
it near the top of the list of states
with the most turfgrass. As a nation we have come to embrace the
beauty of neatly trimmed expanses
of green surrounding our home and
workplaces. Once a blade of grass
stretches itself above the rest, we

once prioritized a neatly manicured
and weed-free lawn have decided
that using their yards to support
pollinators is a higher priority. All
across Connecticut and the Northeast people are joining a Pollinator Pathway to help increase habitat for butterflies, bees, and other
pollinators. They are committed
to rethinking their lawns, planting
native plants, and avoiding pesticides.
What does it mean to rethink
your lawn? Not everyone is able to
convert their lawn to a wildflower
meadow but by adjusting your

lawncare practices you can
transform your lawn into a valuable
pollinator habitat. One of the
easiest actions to take is to mow
less and reduce chemical use.
Research shows that mowing your
lawn every 2-3 weeks instead of
every week significantly increases
the number of flowers and abundance of bees.
Pollinators need your weeds.
One good example is the Great
Spangled Fritillary butterfly. The
common lawn violet is the
exclusive food for its caterpillars.
The adult female lays her eggs
near violets in the fall, they quickly
hatch and overwinter as caterpillars, and as soon as they awaken
in the spring they need to feed on
violets to grow into butterflies.
White clover is another common
lawn weed that is very difficult
to eradicate. Although it is not
native, its leaves are food for many
species of butterflies and the flowers produce nectar that support native bees, honey bees, moths, and
butterflies.
Allowing some weeds to coexist
with your grass and letting them get
tall enough to flower will turn your
sterile lawn into a vibrant home for
bees and butterflies. If this seems
radical, start with a portion of your
lawn – maybe the edges, a corner,
or just the backyard. An alternative
starting point is to change your
mower height to 4” instead of 2.5”.
This will allow some flowers to
persist below the cut line.
This spring, as the days warm
and the grass starts to grow, give
yourself permission to leave the
lawnmower in the shed and enjoy
a real day off. Lounge in the hammock, listen to the soft buzz of the
bees and watch the butterflies float
in the wind. They will appreciate it
as much as you. g

As the winter weather comes to
an end, many anticipate the beginning of the fishing season. April 1 is
the official start of the fishing season in Connecticut, so now is the
time to start looking for fishing locations in the area. There are many
lakes and rivers near Redding, as
well as many online resources for
those wanting to learn how to fish.
While fishing can be a relaxing
activity, it comes with a learning
curve for the inexperienced. One
great resource is the Connecticut
Aquatic Resources Education, a
division of the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection
(DEEP). CARE is currently offering virtual classes on freshwater
fishing and trout fishing throughout
April and May.
The CARE website offers fishing and permit licenses required
for anyone 16 years or older. There
are many licenses available to
purchase, some of which include
residential inland licenses, all water fishing licenses, non-resident
licenses, as well as free licenses
for senior citizens and physically
and intellectually disabled persons.
Trout and salmon stamps are also
available and required for anyone
over the age of 16 who fishes in
trout management areas, wild trout
management areas, trout parks, and
Atlantic salmon management
areas.
There are many great fishing locations near Redding. One popular
location in Redding is the 5-milelong stream of Hawley’s Brook.
Brown trout, rainbow trout, and
smallmouth bass are some of

the fish that can be caught at this
stream.
One popular location near Redding is the Norwalk River. Most of
the 24-mile-long river is publicly
accessible and parallels Route 7.
DEEP releases roughly 1,000 trout
into the river annually, making it
an ideal location for spring fishing.
The Branchville Train Station in
Ridgefield has parking along the
Norwalk River just south of the
intersection of Route 7 and Route
102 close to Georgetown.
Venturing outside of the Redding
area, Candlewood Lake, located in
Litchfield County, is a great option
for a fishing trip. The 8.4-squaremile lake is home to many types
of fish, including white catfish,
sunfish, and walleye. Candlewood
Lake is the largest in the state and
holds over 150 fishing tournaments
annually.
There are a few fishing safety
measurements to take note of. The
Connecticut Department of Public Health says high-risk people
(pregnant women, nursing mothers, and children under the age of
six) should be wary of the wild fish
they consume due to high chemical
levels.
Connecticut is a fantastic state
for fishers of all kinds. Whether you’re a complete beginner or
experienced, the great fishing in
the state is bound to make for a
memorable season. Information
about fishing classes can be found
at
https://portal.ct.gov/DEEP/
Fishing/CARE/Fish-with-CAREConnecticut-Aquatic-ResourcesEducation. g
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Sante Fuel
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Calendar of Events
Saturday, April 23rd
“Imagine a World Outdoors”
Redding Elementary School
12:00-3:00pm

“Imagine a World Outdoors”
science event from noon to 3
sponsored by the Redding Elementary School PTA. The event will
include hands-on exhibits, nature
based crafts and other outdoor
activities, Science Fair and local
farm exhibits, food trucks and family fun.
g

Saturday, April 23rd
Rid Litter Day
Town Green
9:00am-4:00pm
g

Tuesday, April 26th
Barlow Vocal Showcase
Showcase 3:20- 5:00pm
g

Friday, April 29th
Barlow Cafe International
JBHS
6:00-7:00pm
Barlow Coffee House
JBHS
7:00-9:00pm
g

Saturday, April 30th
Scout Spaghetti Dinner Returns
West Redding Firehouse
4:00-8:00pm
It’s back! Redding Scout Troop
No. 15 will hold its Annual
Spaghetti dinner again. This year’s
event is carry-out only, with dinners available for pickup at the
West Redding Firehouse, 306
Umpawaug Road. For $15, each
ready-to-eat dinner will include
pasta and sauce, salad and a roll.
Vegetarian and meat sauce options
available.
Participate in an important fundraiser that supports scouting activities throughout the year. Tickets
can be purchased by contacting
Amy Morris at cell 203-948-4358
or email amy0919@optonline.net.

Sunday, May 1st
Mark Twain Redding Road Race
Hoyt Campground
8:00am
For information on sponsorship
opportunities, the multiple race
options or to register to run check
therace website at runsignup.
com/Race/CT/Redding/TheMarkTwainReddingRoadRace.
g

May 5, 6 & 7
Suessical the Musical will be
presented by John Read Middle
School. Information regarding
ticket purchase can be found on the
school website at johnreadps.org
g

Saturday, May 7th
Artisan Fair
John Read Middle School
10:00-4:00pm
Artisan Fair from 10 to 4 outdoors at John Read Middle School
sponsored by the JRMS PTA. 30+
local artisans will be there with
unique gifts, jewelry, decor, food
and more.
g

Saturday, May 7th
7th Annual May Fair & Spring
Open House!
Westbrook Nature School
10:00-11:30am
Longer days, warm breezes,
spring peepers, and golden daffodils invite us to celebrate the joys
of spring at Westbrook. Along with
the traditional May pole songs and
dances, we will offer activities for
children and adults.
Decorate flower crowns and
revel in the beauty of Westbrook’s
meadows, gardens, and woods. A
delicious snack of cheese, crackers, and strawberries & cream will
be served, reminding us of the
sweetness of the season and of the
community we serve. Suggested
donation of $10 per family. Please
RSVP to info@westbrooknatureschool.org with the number of
children and adults in your party.
7 Long Ridge Road, West Redding.

Saturday, May 7th
Redding Garden Club
Plant Sale
43 Lonetown Road (route 107)
9:00-1:00am
g

Saturday, May 14th
Frog Frolic
Redding Community Center
10:00am - 4:00pm
g

Saturday, May 21st
The Heritage Center Tag Sale
Community Center parking lot
9:00am-1:00pm
The Heritage Center is hosting
a community tag sale in the
Community Center parking lot
on Saturday, May 21 at 9am
until 1pm. To reserve a table for
selling, call 938-9725 or email
mpilato@townofreddingct.org.
This is a fun community event,
come and browse through your
neighbors’ wares and find a
great deal.

Saturday, May 21st
Westbrook Nature School
7 Long Ridge Road
10:00-11:30am
Join us at Westbrook Nature
School in West Redding for a conversation with Justin Pegnataro,
Ecotherapist, Nature Mentor, Writer, and Founder/Former Director of
Two Coyotes Wilderness School
-Together we will explore ways to
build healthy, sustainable community and design a culture rooted
in nature for our children’s future.
Please RSVP to info@westbrooknatureschool.org

SAVE THE DATE
Sunday, June 12th
Georgetown Day
Main Street, Georgetown.
12:00-5:00pm
Georgetown Day festival features
live music, a chili cookoff, artisan
and family-friendly vendors, kids’
activities, food, and a beer tent.
Chili cookoff entrants are still
being accepted via info@georgetownct.org, and sponsorships to
support this fun event are available
as well. Come out to celebrate our
historic village of Georgetown with
your friends and neighbors!

Monday, June 13
33rd Annual Golf and Tennis
Challenge
Redding Country Club

33rd Annual Golf and Tennis
Challenge to benefit the Boys and
Girls Club of Redding and Easton
to be held at the Redding Country
Club. For more information and to
sign up please see the club website
at rbgc.net
g

Monday, June 27th
Golf for a Cause
Redding Country Club
10:30 Registration
It’s annual Charity Golf Event
will be held by the First Church of
Christ Congregational Church. The
event raises funds for local and
global charities including the Dorothy Day Soup Kitchen, Ability
Beyond, Redding Shares Warmth,
Americares Health clinic Danbury
Habitat for Humanity.
Participate multiple ways including golfing 18 holes, joining the
post-round cocktails and dinner,
sponsoring the event, donating an
item for the silent auction or raffle,
or volunteering. To register or for
more information please contact
Dana Taylor at petdr55@gmail.
com or visit https://firstchurchredding.org
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